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• Volume 24 Number 21 
The Colored 
. Citizen Celebrates 90th 
Anniversary on July 4th 
By Laura L. Klure 
Black Voice News 
The motto of The Colored Citizen newspaper was: 
"A square deal 
and a fair chance--no more, no 
less." The donation of this 
long-forgotten I 905-1906 
newspaper to the A.K. Smiley 
- Public Library in Redlands is 
bringing to light a wealth of 
information about the early his-
: tory of this area's Black resi-
' dents. 
Published monthly in 
Redlands, each issue of The 
Colored Citizen had 12-16 
pages, with articles of regional 
and national interest, and a sec-
tion of Riverside news. The 
Citizen was founded by 
Redlands businessmen Robert 
H. Harbert and Horace A . 
. Harroll, for "the betterment of 
~- the condition of the Negro in 
:, the San Bernardino Valley and 
•• other parts of the State." 
, : Harbert soon became sole pub-
•• lisher and editor. 
• The paper, called The 
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Fro~t page of the first issue of The Colored Citizen newspaper, July 1905. -- Herbert Rona of ILoma Linda displays a photograph 
of his great-grandfather, Redlands pioneer Israel Beal. (bottom photo) Christie Hammond pitctured with the front page of the 
Colored Citizen 
Citizen in its own articles, was 
unknown to historians until last 
fall, according to Christie 
Hammond, an archivist at 
Smiley Library. The library 
received the 18 known issues ment the new addition to their ical representation for Blacks, visiting this area, and in several friends, Redlands benefactor 
of the paper from Herbert ranks, which constituted the local candidates, lynch laws, articles 1l gave Black perspec- A.K. Smiley, according to The 
Rona, of Loma Linda, a great- forerunners of today's flourish- and the disbanding of a "col- tives, both positive and nega- Citizen. (A video at Riverside 
nephew of one of Harbert's ing ethnic press. ored battalion." The longe.r tive, on his policies and City Hall's information kiosk 
daughters . Rona's great-aunt Hammond said The Citizen articles were often editorial in actions. The paper also quoted pictures Washington with 
by marriage, Mabel L. Harbert is sign ificant for historians style, expressing the newspa- the text of a speech Roosevelt Frank Miller of the Mission 
Beal of Pasaderra, age 97, had because it reveals aspects of per's opinions about issues and gave at Tuskegee Institute in Inn.) 
given Rona her father's bound California life not normally events. These writings can Alabama, in October 1905. Local sections reported the 
volume containing the newspa- covered by other new·spapers. enhance understanding of atti - The paper lauded the quali- activities of African American 
pers. . "As historians we are recogniz- tudes and cultural values of the ty of education at Tuskegee, families in Riverside and 
Rona is descended from ing the importance of a multi- past. The Citizen contains which at that time offered high Redlands, including birthday 
Israel Beal and Martha Embers cultural approach to history," enough information to be a school and trade sehool, not parties, special dinners and pic-
BeaJ; two of the Redlands-San she said. source for many newspaper college level courses. The nics, vacations and excursions 
Thursday, July 4, 1996 
Bernardino. 
Most people and places 
were only briefly mentioned, 
but by combining tidbits of 
information, key elements of 
many families' histories can _be 
pieced together. Short notices 
included incidents in other 
states, unusual achievements 
by African Americans, literary 
comments, and philosophical 
musings. Some events were 
discussed in greater detail, con-
veying a rich sense of local 
Black culture. The paper occa-
sionally printed poetry . . 
For people d(!ing 
genealogical research, The 
Citizen can supplement and 
validate other available infor-
mation. The paper reinforces 
many facts gathered by histori-
an Vince Moses for the exhibit 
"Westward to Canaan: African 
American Heritage in Riverside 
1890-1950," currently at 
Riverside Municipal Ml)seum. 
In the exhibit guidebook, 
Moses notes that at the turn of 
the century conditions were 
more tolerable for Blacks in . 
California than in the recon-
structed South. 
Photographs in The Citizen 
spotlighted a few prominent 
citizens. 
Bernardino area's earliest Articles in The Citizen dis- articles, research projects, and Institute's founder, Booker T. to the beach, visitors from out 
Black residents. He said that cussed many issues, including genealogical studies. Washington, visited Southern of town , concerts, weddings, Robert H. Harbert & Daughter 
reading the old newspaper and racial di sc rimination, self The Citizen pictured California annually. He stayed births, and deaths. The Citizen Mabel L. Harbert Beal 
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:~~~:~~;~~"~:".~~~l; Stop the violence now, save the children 
communities. 
The paper's inaugural issue 
celebrated the Fourth of July, 
' 1905, and the lives of Frederick 
' Douglas and Rooker T. 
Washing~on, along with 
Presidents George Washington, 
Abraham Lincoln, and 
Theodore Roosevelt. The 
Citizen received glowing 
reviews from six white-owned 
papers in the Inland Empire, 
and from the Los Angeles 
Times and Pomona Daily 
Progress. The Citizen me·n~ 
tioned at least 18 other publica-
tions "in the interests of the 
Negro race," including: 7 in 
Texas, 5 in Washington DC, 4 
besides The Citizen in 
California (2 in Los Angeles, I 
each in San Francisco and 
Oakland), 1 in Georgia, and I 
· in Boston. Black editors from 
these papers wrote to c.ompli-
Bill Pickett Rodeo 
July 20, 1996 & July 21, 
· 1996 
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Fundraiser at O.J. Simpson's 
home creates a media stir, 
but organizers' message and 
stop the violence initiative 
are the focus .. 
By PAUL HURST & 
LELAND STEIN III 
BVN Staff Writers 
"It may have been my 
vision in 1989 to start this 
Foundation, but we all have 
come together to make it a 
reality," Shah said. "Brother I 
was an ex-gang member and I 
did time in the penitentiary. I 
tell all the kids . .. If I can 
make it anyone of you can." 
With the cause being so 
BRENTWOOD - Recently real, Simpson did not want the 
a Thursday evening fundraiser focus of the evening to be on 
for the "Stop the Violence himself, but the mere fact that 
Foundation'! commenced and he's O.J. Simpson necessitated 
kept the p-eace at 0 .J . that he .allow at least one 
Simpson's estate. A capacity inte rview. Of course the 
crowd attended this most media had to ask him about 
worthwhile event aimed at the trial. Simpson expressed 
stopping the violence in the that he "fe lt a tre mendous 
Los Ange les area and also sense of gratitude" as a result 
preserving the three-year-old of the verdict and that he "has 
peace betwee11 the rival Crips a bitter peace." Regarding the 
and Bloods. issue of people liking him .. . 
The participants agreed he responded by saying "many 
that the successful outcome of people still love me both Black 
these efforts would indeed and White." 
benefit every citizen of the While continuing to be 
greater Los Angeles area by pressed by reporters Simpson 
creating an atmosphere where wondered aloud : "Why do 
children can play safely on the people have a problem with 
streets and adults can walk what 's happening here? I've 
their neig hborhooqs without had many charity events at my 
fear. home before. I was proven 
The man of the hour and innocent in a court of law. I 
the person with the original have nothing to prove or gain 
vision is Khalid Shah, the by doin g this." He did 
Exec utive Director and acknowledge that there are 
Founde r of "Stop the "some who don't like me 
Violence." He's a man who is now," and I will just have to 
walking the walk and talking "live with that." 
Simpson's situation is a non-
issue. What really matters 
are these babies, that's the 
focus· of what we are doing 
here." 
Added Muhammad 
Nassardee n , who acted as 
spokesperson for the 
organization and is a board 
member on the Foundation: 
"O.J. ranting certainly does 
not increase the peace. The 
goal here is to stop the 
violence . . . how could anyone 
really not stand by that real 
message? As a mission we try 
to move the youth in a positive 
direction, he lp them build 
positive relationships anq . 
enhance self-esteem. Killing . . 
. killing . .. killing is no 
solution, we simply have to 
make this work, we have no 
choice." 
Simpson also 
acknowledged that the Black 
community has been 
victimized by the system and 
pledged to open his doors for 
t~e cause of stopping the 
v10lence and keeping the 
peace on a semi-annual basis. 
Continued on Page A-3 
the talk. Shah is in the front About people getting mad 
line trying to save young lives at Stop the Violence for using oto Y aywar - . . tar 
and create opportunities for Simpson's house to host the WINNING SMILES OF PEACE: (r-1) Khalid Shah founder of The Stop the Violence Foundation and 
person&! and life growth. fundraiser, Shah noted : "0.J. O.J. Simpson the host., share a moment with a father and son that are a part of their program. 
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Issues & Opinions 
The Black Voice News 
Editorial 
Guest Editorial - Sakinah Bismillah 
In the June_ 1, 1996 issue of the Riverside Press 
Enterprise, there was a comparison of the way two 
different newspapers had handled the same story. The 
comparison was done as part of a series done on race 
relations. 
While the article stated that because the Black Voice 
was a paper designed to fit the needs of the Afro-
American community it never spoke to the reason the 
Voice is such a vital part of the community. 
· The Press Enterprise never acknowledge_d that they 
had reported, as truth the statements of the Sheriff's 
spokesperson. They superficially reported the reactions 
of the people who were there. While the Press 
congratulated itself on it's "objective" report, they didn't 
congratulate the Voice for creating a picture that had the 
many colors of the community. The Voice gave a report 
that allowed us to see the family as neighbors, friends 
and family. The colors of the Voice report were many 
and vivid. There is no justification for having to live in 
cities that breed violence, but we have to acknowledge 
that we've bred the perpetrators. 
The Press tried to make themselves look good by 
implying the Voice had used sources that were 
questionable. I feel that allowing the families to express 
themselves was not only a service, it was a necessity. 
The Press has interviewed accused criminals, their 
victims, and criminals in the past. But if those 
interviewed are of color the stories will almost always be 
used to give credence to the evidence, prosecution or 
criminal background of the subject. Often, the story is 
used to allow the reader to feel some relief that one 
more dangerous criminal is in custody. 
Not only has the Press been offensive in its 
"selective": reporting of criminals, crimes and those 
involved, they have further offended the people of color 
by implying that any other reporting is biased! Are we 
not intelligent enough to know that the reports done by 
the Press staff were, (and are) biased against us? 
I believe that the first amendment gives us not only 
the right to free speech, it gives us the right to know 
what's on the other side of the coin. We have the right 
to form opinions and views that may not coincide with 
what in THEIR papers and news reports. 
I believe that the Voife not only has a right to report 
from the perspective of the people, they are charged 
with a precious responsibility. One to make sure that we 
not forget that we are informed, independent thinkers 
and the, "massa" can't dictate what we are told in the 
media. 
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A Whole Different Point Of View 
By Kofi Michel Guy Williams 
Opantiri 
African-American or 
American-African? 
Over the past three decades, 
American-born Africans have 
been undergoing a process of 
transformation of self-
,definition, up to and including 
the period just prior to the 
beginning of this process, if you 
called someone "Black" back 
then, you could well have a 
fight on your hands because you 
had just insulted them. Most 
people -- Blacks, whites, and 
others -- referred to Black 
people as "colored" people or as 
"Negroes." 
Sounding the death knell of 
these idiotic terms, we began to 
call ourselves "Black" and 
"Afro-American" with pride, 
not as an insult. Collectively, 
we were coming into a greater 
realization that our oppressors, 
in order to maintain their power 
over us, deliberately fashioned a 
paradigm of Black inferiority 
based solely on race -- to be 
Black was to be ugly, ignorant, 
uncivilized, and less than white 
people (even less than human). 
Our use of the term "Black" 
. to describe ourselves with pride 
was a sign that we had started 
down the road of reversing the 
negative evaluation of our racial 
identify. . 
The unbelievably vast array 
of erroneous viewpoints about 
Africa are now being challenged 
and destroyed forever as we 
increasingly overcome our fear 
of fully embracing our African 
origins. An important sign in 
this regard is our increasing use 
of the tenn "African-American" 
when referring to Black people 
in America. Whereas "Black" 
propelled us to a conscious and 
positive embrace of our racial 
self, "African-American" helps 
us to consciously and positively 
embrace our cultural self. 
But there is still more to be 
done. We must get to the point, 
as a people, where we can refer 
to oursel ves as "African" 
without hesitation and without 
feeling any need to exp lain 
ourselves. As Dr. John Henrick 
Clarke says, " Africa is our 
center of gravity, our cultural 
and spiritual mother and father, 
our beating heart, no matter 
where we live on the face of this 
earth." 
If all that is true, then we 
may want to rethink our use of 
the term, "African-American." 
In that tenn, "American" serves 
as the noun, the essence, and 
" African" becomes the 
adjective; a descriptor of the 
essence. Thus, with "African-
American," one is describing an 
individual who is , first and 
foremost, an American -- that's 
their primary definition . The 
"African" simply indicates what 
kind of American the person is; 
it is a secondary definition. 
Now, let's look at the term, 
"American-African ." Here , 
"African" becomes the noun , 
the essence, and "American" 
becomes the adjective, the 
descriptor of the noun . 
"American-African" describes 
an individual who ' is, first and 
foremost, an African --· That's 
their primary definition . The 
"American" simply indicates 
what kind of African the person 
is; it is a secondary definition. 
"American-African" says 
that I am a citizen of the United 
States, that I have been molded 
by American culture and that I 
live in America but, more than 
anythin g else , I see myself 
essentially (first and foremost) 
as an African person. 
Therefore , I say I am an 
African, a black man. When the 
need for a hyphenated 
designations arises , call me 
American-African. 
Making Criminals Pay for Crime 
By Larry Walker 
County Supervisor 
As a County Supervisor I am 
committed to finding ways to 
finance the increasing costs of 
our criminal justice system. 
Currently in the State of 
Claifornia he average cost of 
housing a prisoner is $20,000 
per year. The police and sheriff 
spend · innumerable hours 
investigating criminal activities 
from armed robberies to white-
collar crimes. Our courts are 
also suffering from a lack of 
funding . The conviceted 
criminals need to be made 
accountable for these incurr~d 
costs. It is time for criminals to 
completely pay their debt to 
society. 
I have proposed legislation 
which requires that criminals 
pay hard cash as well as doing 
hard timne. My proposal would 
allow governments to require 
convicted criminals to 
contribute to the costs their 
crimes imposed on the justice 
system. This concept, which I 
originally proposed in 1995, 
imposes a financial criminal 
penalty on convicted criminals 
to contribute to the cost of 
investigation and arrest, 
booking fees, court, District 
Attorney, jail and other related · 
expenses. 
My suggestion is simply to 
have a criminal penalty charged 
to each person convicted in 
California Courts. The 
proposed legislation is 
applicable to any case in which 
a defendant is convicted, or 
. - . . 
enters a plea of nolo contendere 
for a misdemeanor or felony 
offiense. The monies collected 
will offset some of the expense 
of costs incurred on our criminal 
justice system. Under current 
law, the proposed Criminal 
Penalty could be converted to a 
civil judgment, and collected 
from the convicted criminal by 
the same methods that apply to 
collection of any civil 
judgement. Such methods 
include: forfeiture of .bail , 
execution against real estate or 
other assets owned and 
execution against future income, 
including income tax refunds. 
By requiring a financial 
Criminal Penalty, this 
legislation will simply add the 
Criminal Penalty to the existing 
sentencing process. The penalty 
is assessed only if the defendant 
is found guilty. The law is 
simple: be convicted of a crime 
and the penalty is assessed. The 
criminal may not be able to pay 
at the time of incarceration, but 
he or she may have assets later. 
The law would allow for civi l 
collection of those assets, much 
the same way any c ivil 
judgement is collected. Th is 
could be by garnishing wages, 
intercepting tax refunds or 
-levying against real property. 
One of the most common 
questions pertains to our ability 
to actually collect money from 
the convicted criminal. If you 
convict someone, how will you 
collect? Contrary to the 
stereotypes, many convic ted 
criminals have some assets or 
will in the future. M any 
misdemeanants serve weekends 
in order to keep their jobs. If 
they are working , they c an 
arrange a payment plan to truly 
pay their debt to the taxpayers. 
My proposal is similar to t~e 
efforts to recover chi ld support 
from deadbeath parents. Our 
County Distric t Attorney 
collects nearly $50 million 
dollars annually from parents 
previously thought unable to 
pay their child support 
obligations. Much of the money 
collected is intercepted from 
income tax refunds. Just a few 
years ago San Bernardino 
County was able to intercept a 
fair portion of Rodney King 's 
civil judgement against the City 
of L os Angeles to pay his 
obligation for his back child 
support responsibilities in this 
County. There is much to be 
gained from collecting from 
criminals in the state. 
Rebuilding Churches, Rebuilding Communities 
Hugh B. Price 
Last week the National 
Urban League, the National 
Conference, the Anti-
Defamation League, and the 
National Council of La Raza 
announced the formation of 
"National Voices for an 
Inclusive 21st Century." 
This unprecedented 
collaboration of national 
leadership will fight the bigotry 
and racism now poisoning 
America. 
The following is an excerpt 
of the historic announcement of 
the four organizations: 
America faces a fateful fork 
in the road as the millennium 
approaches. The fork in 
question is where our robustly 
pluralistic society is headed. 
We are witness today to some 
frigntening trends which 
threaten the social cohesion that 
binds our people and thus our 
nation together. We are 
bombarded daily with 
distressing news accounts of 
arson attacks on black churches 
whic hare the very womb of the 
African-American community. 
Of cowardly and recurring acts 
of desecration of synagogues 
and schools with swastikas. Of 
the wanton beating of unarmed 
and disenfranchised Latino 
migrants. The flames of bigotry 
and injustice are soaring higher 
today than they have in a 
generation. 
These incidents and others 
confirm that bigotry and racism 
remain an ugly reality of 
American life. It is urgent and 
imperative that law enforcement 
officials capture and prosecute 
the perpetrators . Given the 
sheer volume of incidents over 
so many months, we are 
dismayed the sluggish pace of 
investigations and arrests at 
every level of law enforcement. 
But we are gratified that the 
momentum seems finally to be 
building. 
As much as we welcome the 
heightened FBI and police 
activity, we must remember that 
their energy is focused only on 
the egregious symptoms of the 
poison in our society, not on its 
sources. That is why we have 
joined forces to challenge all 
Americans and our government 
to rid our society of the scourge 
of bias , bi gotry, and rac ism 
while there is still tiqie. 
The victims of bias come in 
all complexions and faiths --
and from all corne rs of the 
earth . Their suffering should 
dwell on the consciences of all 
who would polari ze the 
American people. 
The respons ibility fo r 
combating bias, bigotry, and 
racism and p romoting 
understanding and respect rests 
with all of us. 
We are all diminished by 
any act of violence and 
discrimination against others 
among us. None of us can hide 
on the sidelines hoping it won't 
touch us our families. 
Our four organizations 
recommend six concrete ways 
for people of good will to wage 
war against bigotry. The six 
foc a l points for immediate 
action are: 
1) Combat incendiary rhetoric, 
biased reportin g and wedge 
politics. 
2) Promote community healing 
and harmony. 
3) Tran sform colleges and 
uni ves ri ti ves into models as 
opposed to mirrors, of American 
society. 
4 ) Affirm the nation's 
commitment to inclusion. 
5) Cease police abuse of 
indi-viduals ' rights. 
6) Convene a Presidential 
Summit on American Pluralism 
in the 21st Century 
We realize that racism will 
not disappear tomorrow even if 
we succed on these six fronts . 
But i t will subside. These 
initiatives alone will lay the 
foundation for renewed trust 
and further progress. 
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Stop the Violence and Increase the Peace! 
Continued from Front 
Page 
The ethnically diverse 
crowd that attended the fund 
raiser: From famous sports 
figures to Hollywood 
entertainers to political 
notables to religious leaders 
to community leader, were 
all there in support of the 
stop the violence mission 
and to preserve the peace. 
Bishop James· C. Ellerbe, 
International Field Minister 
of the Brotherhood of the 
Cross and Star said 
everything has a divine 
reason for happening. 
Anytime someone can reach 
out to the whole world as 
S irnpson has, maybe God 
could be using him to serve 
.humanity. "He should fall 
into God's divine order and 
from this point on, 
whatever he does will be 
his life's sermon," he said. 
Margo Brown, President 
and Founder of God & His 
Son Ministries said: "People 
should be more forgiving, 
many of the people throwing 
sticks at O.J . Simpson have 
warts of their own." 
Yvette Wright, 
adrni n istrati ve assistant for 
the Stop the Violence 
Foundation, noted that the 
organization has many 
programs and has 
implemented them 
positively. Programs such as 
juvenile prevention, gang 
intervention, domestic 
Ou-r Bodies 
Ernest Levister, M.D. 
DEAR DR. LEVISTER: 
People are talking about 
aspirin and how it prevetHs 
heart attacks and strokes. 
What is going on with aspirin? 
A potential aspirin taker 
DEAR POTENTIAL: 
Arteries are blocked by the 
sudden formation of a clot 
called a thrombus. A key step 
is the activation of platelets 
(small blood particles) that 
clump togethe r and cause 
blood to clot. Small doses of 
aspirin (20 to 325 milligrams 
per day) block the clumping of 
· platelets by the irreversible 
inhibiti9n of a platelet activat-
Family Talks 
Recall the times when your 
car had just been washed and it 
seemed to run better. Do you 
know why? Before explaining 
this, let us stepback into the 
"magic" of sublime feelings. 
When we feel so good that 
we lose tract of time, we are in 
the sublime world. Being there 
is the experience of beauty at 
its best. In fact, the word beau-
ty means "making blissfully 
happy," ... a sublime experience. 
But where is this world local~ 
ed? How do we get there? 
What is happening in it? 
Recall that football goal-
posts resemble the letter"H", 
the ancient concept of what the 
universe looked like. They 
called the crossbar the Lintel 
violence, job development 
and free computer Learning 
and school, just to name a 
few. She says her 
involvement came about 
because she is a single parent 
and she wanted to "do 
something to help other 
single parent mothers" and 
their kids. 
Wright and her 
organization are really 
making an impact in their 
communities, and anyone 
who questions their integrity, 
should come to one of the 
centers and observe what's 
happening. "We've had all 
kinds of kids killed at 
Washington Prep," said 
Donald Bakeer, a teacher 
at Washington and Stop 
the Violence board 
member and the autho'r of 
hit movie/book South 
Central. "The periods of 
violence comes and goes, but 
you can never stop working 
against it. Since we founded 
stop the violence we have 
seen a real difference." 
Zyra McCloud a board 
member also sees a real 
impact on the youth, noting: 
"Right now we are headed in 
a positive direction. We have 
a lot of youth buying into our 
program and teaching. I see 
our effort paying off in 
lives." 
Many who came had no 
affiliations to any of the 
organizations or groups, but 
came out for the human 
Lif est:yles 
spirit of caring. Rosey Grier 
is one such person and he 
says he's always 
"interested in helping to 
bring peace to the land and 
see the violence stopped." 
Additionally, he is working 
with businessmen in New 
York and the Simon 
Wiesenthal Foundation to 
rebuild the churches that 
were burned down. 
Others were happy with 
the extra media attention 
given to these warriors on 
the front line for peace and 
unity. Bo, President of Unity 
One, an organization of 
former rival gang member 
(Crips and Bloods) was 
delighted that Simpson · 
opened his house to support 
their cause. Unity One has 
been around for the past 
three years and during that 
time they have maintained 
the peace between rival 
gangs. Bo expressed that 
their work in South Central 
Los Angeles has been 
"extremely successful but 
they never received any 
media attention." He's even 
looking at the negative 
exposure as positive 
exposure, because he hopes 
it will allow people to know 
that positive things are 
happening and people are 
making a difference. His 
final remark was "it didn't 
have to be O.J .who opened 
his doors, someone else 
could have done this, but 
The Aspirin Story 
ing enzyme. 
There is no evidence that 
aspirin prevents progression of 
atherosclerosis. 
Three-hundred-twenty-five 
milligrams (one adult aspirin) 
ha consistenly been associated 
with a decreased incidence of 
transient ischemic attacks 
(TIA). The reduction in dis-
abling strokes or death was 7 
percent. 
Studies have revealed a 50 
percent decrease in acute heart 
attacks or deaths in patients 
with unstable angina who took 
a 325 milligram buffered 
aspirin. 
One-hundred-sixty mil-
ligrams in enteric coated 
aspirin started within 24 hours 
of initial heart attack symp-
toms significant ly decreased 
non-fatal reinfarctions, stroke 
and vascular mortality. 
Aspirin has not been effec-
tive in preventing re-stenosis 
.after coronary angioplasty. 
Asprin alone has decreased 
the incidence of early graft 
occlusion after coronary artery 
bypass surgery. 
In some healthy men 325 
milligrams of aspirin every 
other day can prevent heart 
attacks but may increase the 
incidence of hemorrhagic 
stroke and may have little efect 
on overall mortality. 
Asprin in high dose or 
greater than 325 ,nilligrams per 
day, may caus l<idniy 'ahd 
stomach toxicity. 
Aspirin in low doses, or 40 
to 325 milligrams per day, is 
more platelet selective. 
Maximum inhibition of platelet 
activation is achieved in most 
people with 100 milligrams of 
aspirin per day. 
The addition of Persantine 
(dipyridamole) has not 
increased the effectiveness of 
aspirin. 
Talk it over with your per-
sonal physician. 
Dr. Levister welcomes read-
er mail concerning their body 
but regrets that he is unable to 
answer individual letters. Your 
letter will be incorporated into 
the column as space permits . 
You may direct your letters to 
Dr. Levister in care of Voice 
News, P.O. Box 1581, 
Riverside, CA 92502 
Sublime Beauty 
because it represented the stars 
and planets. Above the lintel 
was the "heavens" and just 
below, the sublime. Contained 
between the base, the earth 
world, and the sublime was the 
world of ordinary thoughts and 
feelings. 
Magical happenings distin-
g.uished the sublime from the 
other worlds. Coming from 
the "heavens," its magic was in 
the air ... the ether. Being pure, 
fine , noble, and divine, the 
ether could not be polluted, 
could not be scattered to the 
point of vanishing, and could 
not be affected by time. This 
is why, when people's minds 
visited the sublime, through 
means of meditation, they 
would lose tract of time. 
Whenever a beautiful "good 
work" would come into the 
sublime from the worlds 
below, the ether assumed the 
form of bell "A." The "good 
work" would cause a clang on 
this magical air bell which, in 
tum, caused the bell to hum. 
Since there were air bells all 
over the sublime, the humming 
of bell "a" would cause bell 
"B" to hum bell "B" caused 
bell "C" to hum. Humming 
went on and on, indefinitely. 
We can an ethereal air bell 
when we create mental or 
physical flawless harmony. 
Any good work, for example, 
causes my vine of feelings to 
vibrate from leaves to branches 
to main stem and to the seed 
(i.e. sublime) feelings. Such 
vibrations cause a magical rip-
ple effect throughout and then 
on to the outside of my body. 
My vibrations even cause seed 
feelings to hum in persons next 
to me. Their humming ripples 
into whatever or whomever is 
nearby. 
All of us have had experi-
ences of enliving others when 
we fell especially alive. If we 
paid close attention, we 
enlivened animals and plants 
around us . By looking with 
our imaginative eye, we can 
"see" that we even enlivened 
rocks, metals and machines. 
Now, can you see that when 
you are really happy your clean 
car actually runs better? 
I 
4 
he did." 
Nate Holden, L.A. City 
Councilman, said the affair 
was well attended and most 
deserving. He said that if we 
are going to "stop the 
vi.olence and increase the 
peace" we have to put our 
money where our mouth is. 
Regarding the negative 
press, he said: "It was 
nothing more than 
McCarthyism and we will 
not let them stop us." 
The ultimate praise has to 
be extended to Shah. 
Everyone he's involved with 
talks about his works and 
sincere belief in tlie youth. 
"Shah knows how to stop the 
violence," Bakeer said, "he 
has a reputation with the kids 
he encounters and he comes 
at them like men. They 
respect that." 
Added McCloud: "I'm 
impressed with Mr. Shah, 
how he handles the young 
men. When I come into the 
center, they show respect for 
women and even themselves 
now. They didn't even have 
that basic skill before they 
goJ involved with our 
programs." 
The ultimate goal is to 
raise a million dollars, 
thanks to O.J. Simpson they 
got off to a good start by 
raising nearly forty thousand 
dollars at the fund raiser. A 
job well done. STOP the 
VIOLENCE and INCREASE 
the PEACE! 
The Colored ~itizen Newspaper Resurfaces 
Continued From Front Page 
Black citizens and their 
homes, such the home of Moses 
Bacon, on .East 12th Street in 
Riverside, pictured in August 
1905. Front page photos 
showed the "new" Riverside 
County Courthouse, libraries in 
Ri veTside and Redlands, and 
other buildings. 
The Citizen chronicled 
activties of Black organizations, 
notably the Odd Fellows and 
Masons. It devoted consider-
able space to the A.M.E. 
(African Methodist Episcopal) 
Church and the Second Baptist 
· Church in Riverside, and sister 
congregations in Redlands. 
The newspaper's Redlands 
headquarters was at 339 Orange 
Street. The Riverside office at 
606 Eighth Street (now 
Univesrity Avenue) was in an 
area now greatly changed by 
railroad and freeway underpass-
es. The paper shared space with 
two other business ventures of 
Harbert's: the Eureka 
Employment Agency, and sales 
of shares in the United Copper 
Mine, localed near Tucson. 
Eureka placed young men in 
jobs at the Glenwood Hotel, 
now called the Mission Inn, and 
elsewhere. A music teacher, 
Harbert also led the Victoria 
Colored Band in Riverside and 
The Harbert Orchestra in 
Redlands . 
Harbert hired Black church 
leader to work in his business, 
Ford Aerostar 
*PEP 402A 
•3.0L EFI V-6 Engine 
•Automatic O.,erdrive 
•Power Steering 
-Driver Air Bag 
•Air Conditioning 
•Power Brakes With Rear Wheel Anti-lock 
-Electronic A~M Ste<eo 
•7-Passenger Seating with Dual Ceptain's 
Chairs 
•Interval Wipers 
including J.H. Wi Ison of the 
A.M.E. Church in Riverside, 
F.W. Coopero of Riverside's 
Second Baptist, and A. Simpson 
of the Redlands A.M.E. The 
paper evidenced strong ties 
between Black churches, fami-
lies, clubs, and businesses in 
Riverside and those 10 
Redlands. 
Both Black and White-
owned businesses advertised in 
The Citizen. Several Black-
owned stores were in the 
"Colored Mercantile," a two-
story building still standing on 
12th Street in Riverside. David 
S. Stokes was the "Colored 
Groceryman" in the Mercantile, 
and a Second Baptist Church 
deacon. Louis Davidson owned 
the 12th Street Meat Market, 
located behind the Mercantile 
Building. Mercantile Hall is 
pictured in the "Westward to 
Canaan" exhibit, during World 
War II it may have been a 
YWCA dormitory for Black 
women. 
Not only were there many 
Black-owned businesses in this 
area in 1905-1906, there were 
also highly educated 
professional people. · The paper 
mentions that A.M.E.' sponsored 
Maharry Medical College had 
graduated more than 500 
"Negro physicians." A Black 
dentist, Dr. John Alexander 
Somerville, practiced for a short 
while on W. 14th Street in 
Riverside . The Citizen said 
Somerville moved to Los 
Angeles in 1906, where in, 1949 
he published his autobigraphy 
"A Man of Color." 
Archivist Hammond and 
-Harbert's surviving relatives 
surmise that the December 1906 
issue was the last printed, 
because it was the last one in 
Harbert's bound volume. It is 
now known why The Citizen 
ceased publication, although the 
declining number of pho-
tographs and ads in the last few 
issues suggest economic rea-
sons. Subscriptions were $1 per 
year and the paper frequently 
urged readers to send in lheir 
dollars. The Harberts moved to 
Pasadena in 19 I 2. The fact that 
a Black-oriented newspaper 
could be supported, even if just 
for a year and a half, indicates 
that there were a large number 
of literate Black residents in the 
inland area. 
Anyone interested in look-
ing at copies of the newspaper 
must make an appointment with 
the Smiley Library Heritage 
Room during its open hours, 
Tues.-Sat., 9 a.m.-noon and 1-~ 
p.m. The Library is at 125 W. 
Vine Street in downtown 
Redlands, (909) 798-7632. 
Laura L. Klure is a 
Riverside writer who freelances 
for various publications. She is 
the author of Let's Be Doers: A 
History of the Riverside CA, 
1906-1992. 
Ford Broncos 
*PEP 686 
-5.0L EFI V-8 Engine 
-Electronic 4-Speed Automatic Transmission 
•Power Steering 
":4-Wheel An~lock Bfakes 
-Driver Air Bag 
•Air Conditioning 
•Speed ControVTilt Steering 
-Cloth Captain's Chairs with Power Lumbar 
•Rear Window defroster 
•Privacy Glass 
•Interior Enhancement/Light Group 
•Tachometer 
•lntetYal Wipers 
oOeep Dish Forged Aluminum Wheels 
•Rear Cargo Light 
oOYerhead Console 
-cab Steps 
-carpeted Floor Mats 
[ 
Ford 
Credit 
J 
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CAL Baptist College Graduate - Ch·osen by God News 4 Pulpit 
'N Pews 
• Save the ,Date July 14th, 
3:30 p.m. 7th Annual Mother's 
Board Program at New Hope 
Missionary Baptist Church, 
1575 W. 117th Street, Dr. 
LeMar Sr. Pastor. (909) 887-
2526. 
John Keith's Graduation 
Speech from California 
Baptist College 
I came to CBC three years 
ago as a transfer student from a 
junior college. Before I came 
here I had a well paying job 
and I was engaged to be mar-
ried. Everything was great, So 
when the Lord showed me that 
I needed to be here at CBC full 
time, I thought that God must 
have made some kind of mis-
take. 
I was excited yet scared. I 
was excited because I knew it 
was God's will and he was 
going to do some great things. 
By the way God did do some 
great things here, in chapel, in 
the classes that I had, with 
some of the professors, in the 
students lives and in my life as 
well. But at the same time I 
was scared because I knew that 
coming to CBC would be a 
sacrifice. Most people get a 
good paying job and then get 
married, but I was going to quit 
a good paying job and then get 
married. God's ways are best 
even though they do not make 
sense all the time. Neverthe-
less, it was a sacrifice because I 
had to trust God for my future. 
But God had chosen me to do 
something significant and he 
was going to use my experi-
ence here at CBC to prepare 
me. 
God blessed me with a 
night job at a group home, and 
this allowed me to do my 
Breakthrouah 
Church Of God In C~ist 
14340 Elsworth St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
(Servia, being held at New Wine Church) 
Weeklu Order Of Service 
Wednesday Night ........... . 
Prayer ............. 7:30 p.m. 
Bible Study . . . . . . . . . 8:00 p.m. 
Friday Night ... : ....•.....•. 
Prayer .............. 7:30 p.m. 
Evangelistic Service ... 8:00 p.m. 
Sunday ........•.........•. 
Worship Service ............. . 
I,nnvocation .......... 12:00 p.m. 
ETHEL A.M.E CHURCH 
16262 Baseline Ave. 
Fontan~. CA 92335 
(909)350-9401 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 
Sunday School 
Sunday Service 
Women In Prayer 
8:00 a.m. 
9:45 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
After Sunday Serive 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 
Bible Srudy 
Wednesday 
LAND 
16888 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(909)899-0777 
7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
SUNDAY WORSHIP 
LOCATION: 
Etiwanda High School 
13500 Victoria Ave. 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
SERVICE TIMES: 
Shekinah - Glory In The 
Morning 7:30 a.m. 
, Loveland Primtime 9:15 a.m. 
'Jal,~ 
~ 
1168 N. Waterman Ave. 
San Bernardino 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES 
Sunday School 9:30 am 
homework at work, during the 
night, then I could attend class 
during the day. I wasn't mak-
ing the amount of money at my 
new job as I did at my previous 
job but God met all my needs. 
There were many times when I 
would get off of work at 8:30 
in the morning and drive 30 
minutes to get to class by 9:00 
in the morning, already feeling 
times when I was worried 
about my financial aid and if I 
would be able to pay my tuition 
and continue my education. 
There were times when the 
stresses of the school work , 
family and the job would weigh 
me down. There were times, 
when I tried to reach out to 
other students, only to be taken 
advantage of feeling unappreci-
ated. There were times when 
my grades were not up to par, I 
was behind ii) my reading, my 
term papers were past due and I 
Rev. Morris Buchanan 
Chuck Singleton, Pastor 
CHARISMATA 
"Body Life" 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 11 :00 am 
Tuesday-Usher Meeting 7:00 pm ·-----
Rev. Roy H.1nis Tuesday Teen Meeting 7:30 pm 
2nd and 4th Tuesday 
Laymen's Meeting 
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 
Thursday Choir Rehearsal 
7:30pm 
7:30pm 
7:30pm 
Friday Prayer Meeting 
Saturday Bible Class 
1st and 3rd Saturday 
Youth Meeting 
7:30pm 
11:00pm 
4:00pm 
just felt like giving up. But let 
me tell you this; God is good, 
because that which I was lack-
ing in, he provided. 
When I was tired, God gave 
me strength. He was preparing 
me. When I was worried about 
my tuition, God gave me peace. 
He was preparing me. When 
the stresses of life weighed me 
down, God gave me joy. He 
was preparing me. When I felt 
overwhelmed with schoolwork, 
God gave me perseverance. He 
was preparing me. And even 
when I did come to school 
refreshed, tuition was paid, did 
not feel any stress , had not 
been taken advantage of, my 
grades were great and my 
school work was caught up. 
God still had something to give 
me, and that was humility 
along with grace. He was 
preparing me. 
God not only prepared me 
through the struggles here at 
CBC, but he also showed me 
fhings through the triumphs. 
When the Black Student Asso-
ciation had a praise hour out-
side at the gazebo, God showed 
me how to be free in him . 
When some of my professors 
would take the time to pray for 
me and ask me how am I 
doing, God showed me how to 
minister. When chapel had 
been really uplifting and after-
wards a few . people would get 
together and pray for the cam-
pus, God showed me how to 
intercede. He was preparing 
me and preparing you for that 
significant purpose for which 
we have been chosen. 
David was prepared by God 
as a shepherd boy to be King 
over Israel, and God had cho-
sen him for a significant pur-
pose. Even though he was for-
gotten about and passed over 
by man God chose him for 
something great. And all of 
those days and nights out in the 
pasture watching over the 
sheep, God taught David some 
things. David killed a lion, 
killed a bear, he was diligent, 
he was dependable, he learnt.d 
responsibility through his expe-
rience as a shepherd boy. · 
.. .I can ' t tell you what that 
significant purpose is, that God 
has called you to do, but I can 
tell you that there is something 
significant that he has called 
you to do. And I can say that 
he has been preparing you, 
right here at CBC for that pur-
pose and that purpose is unique 
in you. 
By Mary Anderson 
• July 2nd - August 13th, 
Temple Missionary Baptist 
Churdh will continue Super 
Tuesday (P.T.U.) meetings. 
Exciting classes will be held 
for all. 
• Seed, Time and Harvest 
World Outreach ministries will 
hold their annual women's 
retreat August 15-17 1996 at 
Arrowhead Springs Conference 
Center in San Bernardino, CA 
For reservations or information 
contact (909) 820-7333. 
• July 13th, the members of 
Temple Mi ss ionary Baptist 
Church will be celebrating 
Pastor Turner's birthday at 6 
p.m. alson on July 14th at 3:30 
p.m. For more information call 
Sis. Kathy Barnes (909) 356-
1700 or the Church office at 
(909) 888-2038 
• Pastor Harvey Jones will 
be in revival July 10-12 7:30 
p.m. nightly at now Faith and 
Deliverance Ministries, 2130 
Highland Avenue, San 
Bernardino. 
• July 7th, 5:00 p.m. Pastor 
Dr. Gloria Arrington and Door 
of Faith Hope & Charity, 1262 
N. Lassen Ave., San 
Bernardin o, will present 
"Woman of the Kingdom ," a 
dynamic gospel musical drama 
produced and directed by Ann 
P. Grant of Los Ange les. 
Admission is free and the 
public is invited to enjoy a 
spiritual blessing. Fo·r more 
information contact (909) 889-
1947. 
•New Hope Missionary 
Baptist Church will be 
celebrating its 85th anniversary 
8/18. We would like for the 
community to joing with us in 
this celebration . We are 
soliciting ads in our celbratize 
souvenier and rededication 
booklet. 
r;;;=====~-----;,~~~~~~ii~m1~-~===============================-=i--, 
CoMMaN1TY Advertise Your 
M1ss10NARY Chureh Jn . 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
Rev. Dr. H. Hubbard 
939 Clay Street 
P.O. Box 2320 
Redlands, California 92~74 
Schedule of Servfces 
SUNDAY 
Worship Services .... 7:30 a.m. 
10:45 a .m. 
7:00 p.m . 
W EDNESDAY 
Bible Class ................ 7:30 p.m. 
Rev. Dr. H. Hubbard 
RADIO MINISTRIES SUNDAY 
AM .......... ............. . 10:00-10:30 
PM .......... .... ............ 6:00 - 7:00 
AMOS TEMPLE 
2008 Martin Luther King, Blvd. 
Stratton Center -Temp. Location 
Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 55010, Riverside, CA 92517 
(909) 683-1567 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m. 
Rev. Wllllams 
Prayer and Bible Study 
(1800 Chicago, Riverside #GU) 
Wednesday 6:30 p.m. 
ADVERTISE 
Your Church 
In The Black Voice 
Call (909) 682-6070 
For More Information 
5691:iu~~l!!eY BAPTIST C1,!~RCH 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 779-0088 - Office 
Services held at: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
Evening Workshop 6:00 p .m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting 
& Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
.;.·,. 
Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div. 
Future Home of New Joy presently being bullt at 5694 Jurupa Avenue 
THE BLACK VOICE 
CaH (909) 682-6070 
For More ,,,f ormafion 
CATHEDRAL 
OF PRAISE 
2591 Rubidoux 
Riverside, CA 
(909) 369-87 42 
Craig W. Johnson Pastor 
ScHEDIJLE OF SERVICES 
Sunday Praise Service 
Tuesday Selah Service 
4:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Life Church Of 
God In Christ 
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 684-LIFE 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunda.v 
Early Worship Service 
Mid-Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
Wednesda.v 
Pastoral Teaching 
8:00am 
11:00 am 
7:00pm Come to Life. . . 
7:30 pm. it will change yours! 
friaJIJI. 
Evangelistic Service 
· Prayer: Tuesday-Friday 6:00 ,'m, 12 
7:30 pm noon, 7:00 pm 
ST. PAUL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH 
1355 W. 21st. Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909)887-1718 
Sunday Worship 
Services 
Sunday School 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 
8:00 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Rev. Charles Brooks 
• 
• 
• 
' t 
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Questions 
& Answers 
Our Child Continues to Have Problems in School 
Thursday, July 4, 1996 
~bt°dtian Sf?ark» q/ 
.w'/?ZC,l'tea 
Dr. Reginald Woods 
QUESTION: Dear Pastor 
Woods ; Our son continues to 
have problems in school. Aca-
demicall y he is not doing all 
that good and he gets into trou-
ble once in a while for ta lking 
too much. We have told him 
tha t we want him to •do good 
bu t have no t se e n muc h 
progress . What are parents to 
do to he lp their children? 
ANSWER: First you are 
going to have to pray and ask 
the Lord what you can do dif-
fe re n t l y. The B ible s ays in 
P roverbs 3:5,6 "T ru st in the 
Lord, and do not lean to your 
own understanding. In all your. 
ways acknowledge Him, and 
He shall direct your path" God 
can he lp you become a better 
parent! 
Secondly, you are going to 
ha ve to sp end more t im e at 
home with your children and 
carefully observe their charac-
ter development. Also, watch 
how the y p lay with th ei r 
friends. You wi II learn a lot! 
Begin to foc us on key a reas , 
tha t need to be recti fied and ' 
developed in your child . Le t 
them know that you are aware 
of the ir weaknesses and tha t 
T.M. Rialto. CA • 
r::~=~==~-===~•:------------.. 
A.LLl:11111 Ctitl[)l:L 
A.r=L>IC~lllil Ml:TtiO[)l§T 
l:Vl~COVAL CtiUL>Cti 
4009 Locust (at 10th St.) 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
SCtitl)ULt Of 
Stl?VICI:~ 
Sunday Services .......... 10:00 am 
Sunday School ... .... ....... 9:00 am 
Wednesday Prayer & Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson 
L-________ __.Bible Study ....... .... .... ..... 7:00 pm 
The ·Uiti~ate in Gospel Music 
HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH REV. LEROI 
LACEYSi.JNDAY- FRIDAY AT 6 PM 
and 
INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL MUSIC 
COUNTDOWN • THURSDAYS AT 9 PM 
' 
call 
(909) 688-1570 
FONTANA 
' 
you plan to work to help them 
grow. Set spec ific goals, then 
tenaciously attain those goals. 
Every person loves accom-
pl is hme nt . H ave you every 
noticed how your children run 
home with their projects they 
do at school or church? Well, 
tap into that desire to achieve. 
tain traits are not acceptable, 
period. De m and excellence 
and do not be lenient. It wi II 
pay off for you, and most 
importantly it will pay off for 
your child. Help them develop 
to be a productive member in 
society and useful in the Body 
of Ch r is t. You c an be and 
Show them that accomplish- should be victorious in your 
ments a re more fulfi lling than parenting ! 
failures. Reward your chi ldren. 
Also, let them know that cer- If you have a question that 
Newly Organized 
The Living Word Baptist 
Church 
Rev. FD. Bullock 
3431 Mt. Vernon Ave. 
(REFC Building) 
Theme: "Examining The Necessity Of The Cross" 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 788-9218 
Schedule of Service 
Sunday Praise & Worship .. .... .. .. ... ... ... ... 12:00 p .m. 
Wednesday Family Bible Study ... . .... .... .. 6:30 p.m . 
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 Ninth St. 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909) 684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Early Morning Worship .......... 7:45 a.m. 
Sunday School ........................ 9:00 a.m. 
Mid-Morning Worship .......... 10:15 a.m. 
Nursery Open .............. .......... 10:15 a.m. 
Wednesday Services 
Prayer Services ...................... 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study ........................... . 7:45 p.m. u 
"Second in Name, First in Love" 
"'·----
Pastor T. Elsworth 
_ Gantt, II 
Allen Chapel 
AME Church 
1062 S. Foisy St. 
San Bernardino 
(909) 884-2210 
Schedule of Services Rev. William M. Jacks 
Sunday School ...... . .. ... .. .. .... .. ..... .... ..... 9:30 am 
Sunday Worship .... .. ..................... .. .. .. . 11 :00 am 
Evening Worship ..... ...... .... ....... .. .... ...... 7 :00 pm 
Wednesday Bible Study .. ... .. ........ ........ . 7 :00 pm 
• 
Community Baptist Church 
Koi11011ia Com1111111 ity Church 
Carl M. Legardy, Pastor 
The Powerhouse COGIC 
Rev. McDowell 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
2625 Avalon St. 
"Come Let Us Reason Together .. 
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA 
336 1 Chicago Ave . 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 350-9646 
Sunday Services 
(909) 686-7915 
ORDER OF SERVICES 
2843 11th St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)684-6923 
Worship Services 
Rubidoux. California 92509 
(909) 276.8374 
Marc Woodson, Pastor 
Saturday Services 
Song Service 
you wou ld like ans wered , 
write: Dr. Reginald L. Woods, 
Life C hanging Ministries, P.O 
.B ox 9778, San Bernard ino , 
CA 92427-9778 
(C LOA) 
presents 
One MIiiion 
Women Mar-ch 
with families 
Summer of 1997 
Waihlnaton u.c . 
• 
For more information, call 
1-S00-47 4-CLOA 
(phone & fax) 
"Gospel in My Feet" 
Concert 
Saturday, July 27, 1996 
at 
7:00 pm 
Second Baptist Church ,of Redlands · 
420 E. Stuart Avenue, Redlands, CA 92374 
(909) 793-1074 
This Event is Free! 
Pastor Bobby A. Davis 
REFRESHING SPRING TEMPLE 
Church of God In Christ 
2883 Mission Inn Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0860 
"fl place where all mov come and be refreshed" 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sundov 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
Tv•sdov 
11 :OOa.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Bible Study 
Fridav 
Evangelistic Service 
7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
THE BOOK 
OF ACTS 
7480 Sterling Avenue 
P.O. Box 220989 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
WEEKLY ORDER OF SERVICE: 
Prayer: Tuesday - 9:30 a.m. 
Thursd ay-5:30 p.m. 
Friday- 10:00 a.m. 
pa St Or Ha rue y .and Bible Study: Wednesday- 6:00 p .m. 
11 ea n J O n e s SuNoAY SERv1cEs: 
t!Ht.nt Sunday School . 9:45 a.m. 
UU4--H!!4-l Morning Worship 11:30 a.m. 
Macedonia Baptist Cl,urcl, 
Rev. C.A. Simpson 
2042 N. State St. 
San Bernardino, CA 924 11 
(909) 887-21 38 
Sunday 9:30 a.m. 
Pastor David Turner 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
HIGHLAND 
9:30 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. Bible Institute 
Morning Worship 
Weekly bible Study 
9:30 a.m. 
10:45 p.m. 
Sunday School 
Morning Service 
9:30a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
Sabbath School 
9:15 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. 
5:00 a.m. 
· Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. 
Amazing Grace COGIC Morning Worship 11 :00a.m. 
B.T.U. 5 :00 p.m. 
Prayer and Bible 
Study Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
Fo11ta11a Juniper Ave. SDA 
7347 Juniper Ave. 
Ivan Will iams, Pastor 
Fontana,"Ca 
(909) 822-4349 
MORENO VALLEY 
Perris Valley 
United Methodist Church 
Rev. Edward Hawthorne 
Masonic Lodge 
2 1400 Johnson Ave. 
Mead Valley, CA 
Church School: 10 am 
Worship Service: I I am 
Come & See Baptist Church 
24528 Sunnymead Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(909) 486-4864 
Dr. E. Jones 
School of Wisdom 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 :00a.m. 
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m 
REDLANDS 
Seco11d Baptist 
Rev. A. Green 
420 East Stuart Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(909)793- 1074 
Sunday Worship 
Church School 9:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m. 
RIVERSIDE 
A11tioch Missionary Baptist 
Pastor Phillip Scoll 
7547 Emerald Street, Riverside 
(909) 688-7872 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morni ng Worship I 1:00 a.m. 
Tuesday: 7:00 p.m. 
Women's Fellowship 1st & 3rd 
Thursday 7:00 p.m. 
Spiritual Growth 
Church Of God In Christ 
YWCA 8 172 Magnolia Aven ue 
Ri verside, CA 92504 
9909) 352-2 I 09 
Elder David C. Richardson. Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship: 11 :00 a.m. 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
449 1 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 682-9810 
Saturday Service 
Song Service 
Sabbath School 
Church Service 
Adventist Youth 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
Rev. Will ie Chambers, Jr. 
1899 1 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 780•2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 
Sunday School 
Devotion & Worship 
BYPU (1st) 
Evening 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. Campbell, Pasto_r 
19 10 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 
Round Table Prayer 
Sunday school 
Morning Worship 
Baptist Training 
Evening Worship 
(Wednesday 
Teachers Meeting 
9:15 a. m. 
9:30 a. m. 
11 :00a.m. 
9:00 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
10:45 a.m . 
5:30 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
9:20 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
10:50 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service 
Tuesday Bible Study 
General Service 
Friday 
Riverside Fait!, Temple 
Revs. J. & B. Sims 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)788-0 170 
Sunday Servi ces 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
7:30 p.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
Riverside Christian Family Fellowsl,ip' 
An hur J. Forbes, Sr. Pastor 
Magnolia St. Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-91 60 . 
Sunday Service 
Victory Celebration I 0:00 a.m. 
St. Joh11 Baptist 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
2433 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0000 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Service 
RUBIDOUX 
9:30 a.m. 
11 :00a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
Bright Star Missionary Baptist 
Pastor K. Solomon Williams 
5306 ODEL 
Rubidoux, CA 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
Evening Service 
8:00 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
5:30 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Church Service 
Adventist Youth Service 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Bethesda Missio11ary Baptist Church 
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Charles MacDonald 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Worship Hour 11 :00 a.m. 
The Book of Acts (Fonnerly Living 
Word Delivem ac) 
Pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones 
7480 Sterling 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
(909) 884-8241 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 11 :30 a.m. 
Carter Memorial 
1606 W. I Ith St 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 381 -4475 
New Hope COG/C 
254 So. Mnt. Vernon 
San Bernardino, CA 924 10 
(909) 381 -2662 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pas tor 
Sunday School: 9:45 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 6 pm 
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues . 
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th 
living Faith Full Gospel Church 
Rev. Joel Steward, Pastor 
Bishop & Mrs. J.E. Stewart, 
Co-Pastors 
3 153 N. Macy 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 887- 1227 / 887-3809 
Schedule Of Services 
Sunday School 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday Night 
Evangelistic Service 
Tuesday Prayer Service 
Wednesday Youth Service 
Thursday Bible Study 
Friday Choir Rehearsal 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p. m. 
8:00 p.m. 
Wednesday 
Worship Service 7:30 p.m. 
Come Over To Macedonia And 
Help Us! - Acts 16:9 
Mt. Olive Baptist Cl,urch 
2110 Ogden St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909) 887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Wednesday Bible Study 
Prayer Meeting 
I0a.m. 
I I a.m. 
7 p.m. 
New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B. 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Sr. Pastor 
1575 West 17 th Street 
San Bernard ino, CA ' 924 11 
(909) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
N.B.C. 
Evening Service 
Nursery Services Provided 
New Life Missionary Baptist 
Churcl, 
8:00 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
5:30 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernard ino, CA 
Sunday Services 
Early Morning Worship 
Church School Hour 
Morning Worship Hour 
Tuesday 
Bible Study Hour 
Thursday 
8:00a.m. 
9:45 a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
Prayer & Praise Service 7:00 p.m. 
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast•Channel 3 
Rialto-Monday 8:00 p.m. 
San Bernardino-Fri day 8:00 p.m. 
ONTARIO 
Olivet Institutional Baptist Church 
1235 E. Francis Street, Ste. J 
Ontario, CA 91761 
6997 Palm Ave., Highland, CA 92346 
(909) 864-7069 
Pastor W.L. McClendon 
Order of Services 
Sunday School 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday Night YPWW 
Sunday Night Worship 
Tuesday Night Bible Band 
Thursday Night Worship 
9:30 a.m. 
I l:30a.m. 
• 6:30 p.m. 
7 :30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p,m: 
Business Directory 
The Black Voice News 
Yau [au,d Be []ur reatured 
Business of The Weel-'i 
[antact BlJn rar lJetai ~s 
[9•9J EiB2-Ei•l • 
KARS-YESe 
STACY D. AMBROSE 
Sales 
"I Will Work Hard For You!" 
8341 Indiana Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504 
Voice Mail 909-424-6753 909/353-22n ext. 16 • Fax 909/353-2298 
Do you have 1 to 250 Employees? 
Does your business need 
improving? 
Do you need management 
development? 
Do you need to build a 
team? 
Does your business have a strategic survey? 
How about a customer service survey? 
Let us show you how to survive the 90's, 2000 
and beyond 
Facilitators & Implementors 
29589 Cara Way 
Temecula, CA 92591-3773 
Carla Stalling 
909-676-3564 
cardonwest@aol.com 
ADVERTISE IN THE BLAC K 
VOICE TODAY! CALL 
(909) 682-6070 
IMME 
INTERNATIO~AL MULTI•MEDIA ENTERPRISES · 
280 South '1" Street 
San Bernardino, California 92410 
(9()1)) 384-8180 FAX (9()1)) 384-8178 
Dear Business Owner: 
IMME International Multi-Media Enterprises is a full 
scale Video Production and Marketing Company and 
speciali7.es in commercials, informercials, marketing 
tapes, presentations and training tapes and other busi-
ness related video projects. 
Utilizing all that IMME can offer you will allow 
you to: 
•Inaease your profit 
•Compete with larger companies 
• Expand your base of operation• 
••Draw in more customers/clients 
Call Now And Let Us Design And Produce Your 
Custom Video and Project Today (A...,;w,i,1,, Mait r-p,a,al 
IMME: (909) 384-8180 
Press & Curl Special 
$25 With This Ad . 
;, . 
(909) 242-282 
Opon 9-6 
Tues. thru Sat. 
'\ -~, 
'{\ 'Joucfz Df Cfa11 
, \ !Beauty S~n 
Press & Curl• Relaxer• Cuts •·Curls• Tints• Cellophane 
Friendy Atmospher. 
24907 Sunnymead Blvd. Suite B • Moreno Valley, CA. 92~3 
s&»·coMMUNI~QNS 
. Airtime As Low As r mo. 
ULTRA EXPRESS $49.95• 
5RingTon~ 
Tune/Date 
lime Stamp 
, ' , ~ 
-............ 
Alarm Clock 
Auto On/Off 
16Memory 
BRING Us YOUR MOTOROLA PAGER AND WE WILL 
ACTIVATE AND REcRYSTAL IT FOR EBE£•• 
687-4898 3554 ADAMS ST. 
RIVERSIDE 
•REQUIRES ACTIVATION •• Requires 3mo. Alf 
f (909) 341-8930 FAX (909) 341-8932 
SAMUEL E. DEY, JR., M.D. 
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology 
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry 
General & Geriatric Psychiatry 
Member Black Psychiatrists of America 
oi11ce Hours 6800 lndlana Avaiue, Suite 295 
Rlvusldc, CA 92506 By Appolntrnc.nt 
"Z id ' B id Ls" ena, CLS t' CL 
Fabrics & Tuxedos 
'Bri.aaf (jown • 'Tu'{_etfos !!<Jntaf.s 
QJlinuaii.era.s • 'Baptisms • ~ccessorits 
~armaf • Proms • ~fteratwns • '.Etc. 
OPENI DAYS AWEEK•SUNOAY APPOINTMElfTSONLY 
I~' Monday 1nru Fr1c11y 10-6 • s111u•11•v 1o-6 ·• 1 3765Uiuion Ave. (One Block from The Historical Mission Inn) Riverside, CA 92504 , (909) 682-0153 
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TRC Riverside· Cel,ebrates One Year in Business 
By Cheryl Brown 
Black Voice News 
Years of experience have paid off for two 
friends and business partners, Paul Blalock and 
Mariann Rapp. Paul retired from Gate City 
Beverage where he was a Director of Personnel 
and Rapp was vice president of one of the largest 
stuffing companies in the West Coast. 
The two came together to fonn TRC Riverside 
in June of 1995. Joining them was Dorothy S. 
Perry, who is the Operations Manager. 
Blalock a native of New~k, New Jersey, and a 
twin among five brothers, Blalock first moved to 
the Inland Empire area durin_g the fall of 1972. 
Blalock's firs't visit was as an Ainnan in the 
United States Air Force. After one year in the Air 
Force he was 
selected to 
attend the Air 
Force Officer 
Training 
School. After 
completing the 
school, Paul 
returned to the 
Air Force 
beginning a long and steady professional career in 
Human Resources Management. Blalock 
accepted a position as H.R. Director with Gate 
City Beverage Distributors of San Bernardino, 
California. After only two years with the 
company, Paul was promoted to Vice President of 
Human Resources. He remained with Gate City 
Beverage for approximately five years. 
After a very rewarding and challenging career 
in the corporate world, Blalock decided to stretch 
the demands of his chosen field by striking out on 
his own. It was June of 1994 when Blalock 
founded Blalock & Associates a human resources 
professional consulting group. 
Rapp a native of Southern California, 
began her professional career in the 
Human Resources arena with Yamaha 
Motor Corporation in Cypress, CA during 
he spring of 1972. She began her 
employment at Yamaha as secretary for 
he personnel department, and was 
promoted to personnel administrator after 
1-1/2 years. One year later Rapp was 
promoted to Personnel Manager. Rapp 
worked at Yamaha for a total of seven 
years. 
It was June of 1994 when she decided 
hat her career had grown less than 
chla.llenging. As a result. she decided to 
form a partnership with Paul Blalock for 
the purpose of gaining a franchise staffing 
presence. 
Perry a 
native of 
Detroit, 
Michigan 
moved to 
Southern 
California 
at a young . 
a g e 
following the relocatio!l of her father, an 
executive of Toyota Motor Corporation. 
Perry began her employment with 
Apple One in 1987 as a receptionist, but 
quickly raised thru the ranks to Sales 
Supervisor after only 8 months with the 
company. Following her stay with Apple 
One, Perry joined the ranks of Remedy 
Temporary Services as a Sales Supervisor .. 
She was promoted to corporate level 
and remained in this position until leaving 
to join TRC Riverside. 
Paul E. Blalock and Mariann E. Rapp 
The Roots of Africa 
~ 
S;/«uru,.~ (# 1 
* Authentic Artifacts from Africa 
* Handcrafted Jewelry 
by Stephanie Andrews 
11adet4 * Ocu * ~ 
TRI-STAR 320 N. "E" Street, Suite 1 00C San Bernardino, CA 92401 Hours M-F 10-6 
Sat. Appt. only 
Phone: (909) 381 -3382 Family Dental Centre 
Dr. Lloyd B . Walker 
General Dentistry 
Dental Lab On Premises 
Sa!Ile Day Repair 
Most Insurance Accepted 
Children & 
Dr. Robert Williams 
"Max ls Backn 
ex 
Freeway 
Lincoln-Mercury, VW, Inc. 
1600 Camino Real (909) 875-1299 Seniors Hours: M, T, TH, F: 9-6 P.M./ 
W:10-7 P.M./ SAT: By Appointment 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
(909) 889-3514 Call For Your Appointment Today! 
' 106 North Eucalyptus, Rialto, CA (Comer of Rialto Ave.) . 1-800-237-8115 l i:ti#9'i;ii \ .--M-ax MCZeal . i!WM•!I . Sales Representative 
lith Laraest and 
r=astet 6rowina Lona 
Uistance Carrier. 
Save up to 30% over AT&T, MCI and 
Sprint.· Free Calling 1 (800) Number 
~o CosT To Sw1Tct1 
Special 1 ¢ min. Rates for the First 30 min. 
on calls made on 8 U.S. Holidays 
( ~OSl) J~ 1-6SlSl2 
CRESCENT 
CITY CREOLE 
RESTAURANT 
52.'iO Arlington Ave. 
Rlversld~ c:i\. 92504 
or 
9395 Monte Vista Ave. 
Montelalr, CA 91763 
Hours: Monday-Thursday 
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Saturday: 4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
(909) 351-6934 
(Riverside) 
(909) 482-0566 
(Montelalr) 
Banquet facilities available for any occasion. 
. 
9154 MAGNOLIA AVE. 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503' 
(909) 352 - 7497 
Accent Flowers & Gifts 
UNIQUE FLORAL DESIGNS 
Riversufe Office 
4129 Ma.in St. 
Suite 200 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) .369-0272 
Vic.torvi!(e Office 
15402 W. 51lse St. 
Suite 103 
Viltorvil(e, CA 92392 
(619) 241-0889 
Dowe, QuaiC & Barnes . 
Att At L 
l'n, ,mt1( l1t)'try • .\lcd t(1ll :\lafprnnt(l' • rider ,\(,use /.1111· • 5SI • ramify I.aw • /)1\'orce • 
t ' us u.1dy1Supp,irt • G1urn!iandup • t'rtmt1111( l.nw • t'iintrnct l>t,fttl<'< 
/u1i9c l'r,l 1cm • ,\r[,1trnt<1r • r,inncr Deputy 1)1,tnn t\ttMJtl'\' • IZcqbtnc.1 Nu, .-.c 
"Serl'ing the Co1111111111ity ll'ith Quality Care allll £\pert Sen·ia ." 
. . ~?080 D-220 Alessandro Bhd • ~lorl'no \ ·alk-y. C:\ r.>09) 656-413.J ' 
__ __:::.....__.;.;.__;:~.;.;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;==:;===i 
· Blouses ............................ .. $2.50 · Nextto Garlic Rose 
and Don Jose 
Laundry Shirts .................... $ 1. 25 ~ ~ -g 
$ i ..,,...--,~ ~ ~ 
SPECIAL 
DRAPERY Pants ...................... ~ ........... 2.25 • .:: r><I tS ~ 
Suits .................................. $5.25 Per Pleat Lined Alessandro 
Dresses ............................. . $5.00 >'d 'P f ~ATf UH OW ~ 
(Silk X-tra) PLANT ON PREM ISES 
99 TAKE DOWN & (f. AEHAG EXTRA 
~st present coupon with incoming 
orders, not valid with other offers. 
ON I ·. DAY CLEANI NG SERVI CE • ONE DAY ALTERATI ON SERVICE 
M ASTER TAI LOR ON S I TE 
Perfected Praise 
Presents ~ The W oman o[ Excellence Black D olls 
Concepts By: Fashlons by: 
1 
Jaqueline Beam 
I Bus. # (909) 247-0425 
WJG 
COUNSELING & 
PSYCHOTHERAPY · 
Jewel Carter Thompson, LCSW 
"Someone Who Cares" 
5015 Canyon Crest Drive Suite 106 • Riverside, CA 92507 
ALL OCCASIONS 
SILK & FRESH 
- I Pager # (909) 246-2581 
DEBBIE HINES 
(909) 424-2229 
Evening • Weekend Appointments 
GOURMET GIFT BASKETS 
\ 
l 
WIRE SERVICE 
BALLOON BOUQUET 
Community 
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East Riverside's 3rd Annual Mobilization 
Administrative Assistant and 
Acting Director was pleased 
with the tum out for the event. 
About 100 people participated 
in the peace march which 
started at 9:30 a.m. from 
Patterson Park and proceeded 
throughout the Eastside 
community of Riverside. She 
said "violence is preventable 
and we are trying to prevent it." 
~❖-
Teen Theater, performed a skit 
of love and rejection. These 
young people have worked hard 
to develop their skills in the 
performing arts and should be 
commended for their efforts. 
They all aspire to perform 
professionally after completing 
their education. 
Ebony Nichols 
The festival was held at the 
,·Cesar Chavez Community 
'Center on University Avenue in 
Riverside. About 500 people 
attended the festival where they 
were able to obtain information 
from a host of non-profit and 
governmental agencies . 
Entertainment was provided by 
many youth groups that 
Daniel Asres and Jennifer Gutierrez enjoying the day 
Etta Brown, a volunteer 
who has been with PRO from its 
inception said "we are showing 
so me signs that kids are 
beginning to respect one 
another." She attribute the 
change in the kids attitudes to 
the many organizations on the 
Eastside or Riverside that are 
working to stop the violence .. 
RIVERSIDE 
· Community based organiza-
tion People Reaching Out 
(PRO) held their third annual 
community mobilization and 
stop the violence now march 
and festival. 
Kimberly Thomas , 
performed throughout the day. delighted the crowd with a 
Eboni Nichols of Moreno wonderful dance routine. While 
Valley was there representing Daniel Asres and Jennifer 
the Bre Dancing School. She Gutierrez, both members of the 
Beauty Search for M·iss Nerfertiti 
ONTARIO -- Upcoming 
pageant proves to be successful 
in boosting self esteem and 
confidence in young African-
American w'omen between the 
ages of 18 - 22 years old. Girls 
are now wanted to participate in 
the Miss Nefertiti - The 
Goddess Queen pageant which 
· is scheduled for October 1996, 
and will be pre-recorded for 
marketing to television. 
Nefertiti was an Egyptian 
Queen living in 14th century 
B.C. and the wife of Akhenaton, 
a pharaoh of the 18th dynasty. 
She came to be revered as a 
goddess , a status never before 
held by a royal consort. 
The elements of this 
particular pageant are extremely 
unique and every girl that meets 
the qualifications is encouraged 
to apply. Pageant producer 
Regina Verdun says that all girls 
are beautiful and her dream is to 
be able to take a girl with 
extremely low self-esteem and 
show he r how she can 
participate in an event such as 
this and stand her own ground. 
Ms. Verdun the founder of 
the National Alliance of Black 
Entrepreneurs and the president 
of Fun Raisers and Promotions 
has developed a concept that 
will teach black women that we 
are all created in God's image 
and therefore we are al I 
beautiful. It will also ' help 
coach each contestant to stay off 
welfare and become self 
sufficient individuals that will 
go after their .9reams in order to 
fulfill their own purpose in l'ife. 
Each contestant will be 
required to participate in an 
eight week training series that 
Ms. Verdun proudly calls "From 
Cocoon to Butterfly". The 
training series wi II direct the 
women in the areas of se lf-
esteem, self control, persistence, 
patience, educational options, 
career planning, entrepreneurship, 
hygiene, modeling, hair styling, 
fashion. and more. Upon 
completion of each segment of 
the seminar each contestant will 
be aw~rded a Nubian Pearl. At 
the conclusion of the series, 
each contestant that has 
collected all eight pearls will 
become a Nubian Princess (God 
is no respecter of persons) and 
will qualify to be in the pageant. 
Each contestant will already 
have the attitude that she is a 
winner before the pageant has 
begun. 
Contestants must meet the 
following qualifications. 
Weight must be in proportion to 
height, must be of African-
American descent, must be 18-
22 years of age by 7-31-96, 
must be single with no children, 
must be a high school graduate, 
must be in attendance at all 
functions and rehearsals, and 
must be wi !ling to wear 
swims uit in video filming of 
swimsuit competition on 
location in Las Vegas, NV. 
Each contestant is 
encouraged to get a busirtess 
sponsor to help her with the 
registration fee of $389.00 
which must be paid by July 31, 
1996. Late registration will 
increase to $425.00 and will be 
closed by August 15, 1996. 
Sponsors will receive a full 
page ad in the souvenir booklet 
which is a $500.00 value, and 
will also receive their company 
name recognition on the sash of 
each contestant sponsored. 
Sponsors may sponsor more 
than one girl and are 
encouraged to support the 
contestant in every means 
possible. 
Other sponsorship 
opportunities are also still 
available at this time, as well as, 
advertisement, or other 
service/vendor opportunities. 
Employment opportunities are 
available as well. Pre-sale 
tickets are not available y_et, but 
reservations are now being 
taken. 
For more detailed 
information, registration 
materials, or sponsorship, please 
contac t Fun Rai sers & 
Promotions at P.O. Box 4004, 
Ontario, CA 9 176 1, 800/658-
1961 . 
The nationally-acdaimed African-American artist known to folk 
art fans and children across the country as "Mr. Imagination" 
has carved out his place in Olympic history. 
Coca-Cola and the Museum of American Folk Art have invited 
Chicago's Gregory Warmack to become part of the hot 
Olympic art scene this summer, welcoming scores o 
international visitors to Atlanta during the 1996 ·Olympic 
Games. He has been selected to join folk artists from more 
than 50 countries who are creating original works of art 
celebrating the fabric of everyday life around the world. The 
works -- three-dimensional interpretations of the Coca-Cola 
contour bottle -- will be displayed at the "Coca-Cola Olympic 
Salute to Folk Art" exhibition, to open July 13 at the historic 
Georgia Freight Depot in downtown Atlanta. 
Omnitrans Fare Set to Change in July Workers Charge Transit with Discrimination 
SAN BERNARDINO --
For the first time in five years, 
Omnitrans will increase fare 
beginning July I, 1996. What 
Wanda 
Scruggs 
Wins Again 
Wanda Scruggs, who is Vice 
Chancellor Jim Erickson's 
assistant, won the Toastmasters 
Region II Inspirational Speech 
Contest (formerly called the 
International Speech Contest) 
in Ontario June 15, 1996. She 
d efeate d seven other 
contestants, a ll men. They 
represented the best speakers 
from about 900 Toastmasters 
clubs. When the contestants 
were interviewed at the end of 
the competit ion she proudly 
announced that her home club 
was located at the University of 
California, Ri versicle. 
Wanda goes to the finals in 
St. Louis in August to compete 
against the winners of the other 
eight regions of the world for 
the title of Toastmasters World 
Champion of Public Speaking. 
She is the first pe rson from 
District 12 (the Riverside/San 
Bernardi no/Corona/Palm 
Springs/etc. area) to advance to 
the finals. Her speech at the 
Regional contest had to be a 
completely new one and was 
spectac ular. Now she has to 
prepare another completely new 
speech for the COJ11peti ti on in 
St. Louis. 
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this means to passengers of 
fixed-route buses is an increase 
of IO cents: from 75 cents to 85 
cents for full -fare passengers 
and an increase of 5 cents; from 
30 cents to 35 cents for seniors 
and persons with disabilities. 
"We are e ncouraging our 
regular passengers to look for 
the positives in the chang_es 
about to take place," said 
Wendy Williams, director of 
marketing. "While cash fares 
go up, the cost of monthly 
passes does not. Plus, we're 
introducing a new day pass 
which allows unlimited trips in 
a single day for one low price," 
said Williams. 
Paper transfers, currently I 0 
cents, are discontinued on 
regular fixed - route buses 
requiring passengers to pay a 
fare each time they board a bus, 
unless they use a monthly pass 
or the new day pass . 
Passengers, using the day pass, 
will have unlimited trips in one 
day on any of Omnitrans fixed-
route buses for $2 ($ 1 for 
seniors and persons with 
disabilities.) "The day pass is a 
good buy for people who 
change routes frequently," said 
Williams . Only single day 
passes will be avai lable on 
buses, however, book.Jets of ten 
day passes can be ordered by 
mail or purchased at select pass 
outlets along with monthly 
passes. 
Full fare monthly passes 
remain at $30; senior and 
disability passes stay the same 
also at $13. Student passes wi II 
now sell for $22.50. Previously 
student passes sold for $12 and 
required an additional quarter 
for each trip. "We found that 
the typical user of the student 
pass spent $22.50 each month 
between the pass price and the 
quarter fare. This way the 
passengers don't have to fuss 
with change," said Williams. 
Within San Bernardino and 
Riverside Counties, the Inland 
E mpire Connection, express 
service linking San Bernardino, 
Riverside and Montclair, will 
have a maximum full fare of 
$1.60; 70 cents for seniors and 
persons with disabilities. 
For additional information 
about the new fare structure, 
passengers are advised to refer 
to the fare change brochure or 
th e Omnitrans busbook . 
Passengers can pick up a 
brochure on any Omnitrans bus, 
or they can call 1- 800-9-
OMNIBUS for more 
information. 
By Dennis Schatzman . 
Black. bus, rapid transit rail 
drivers and other support 
staffers are claiming that the 
Metropolitan Transit District, 
the nation 's second largest 
pedestrian carrier, discriminates 
against its black employees, 
pulls busses off high-density 
lines that cater to Blacks and 
Latinos in favor of low capacity 
neighborhoods and use 
retaliatory tactics to force some 
employees out of the company. 
The charges were leveled at 
MTD during a blockbuster rally 
he ld in front of the District's 
newly-opened $90 million 
building in downtown Los 
Angeles on Monday morning. 
In response, the MTD has 
retained a minority law firm to 
fight one case already in court. 
In a response from the firm, 
Melanie Lomax and Associates, 
that is certain to have national 
ramifications should it prevail. 
Its lawyers are claiming that 
"discrimination in itself is not 
injurious." 
Lomax is a noted civil rights 
attorney whose family is long 
s teeped in the civil ri ghts 
movement both in Los Angeles 
and nationwide. The statement 
about discrimination not being 
injurious was made by Lomax's 
This Could Be Your Ad 
Space. Call (909) 682-
6070 
associate, Mario Rivera, to 
Crystal Sluyter, the huntington 
Beach attorney who represents 
Black d river Shirley Raven-
Moore. 
Rivera, the lawyer 
defending the MTD, could not 
be reached for comment at 
presstime. But another lawyer 
in Lomax's office, when told of 
the non - injurious comment 
quipped ,: "The statement 
sounds rather rhetorical, doesn ' t 
it?" 
Raven-Moore is suing MTD 
for race discrimination, 
intimidation, fraud and deceit, 
defamation, sex discrimination, 
handicap discrimination , 
conspiracy to violate rights, 
negli gence retaliation in 
violation of public policy. 
Sluyter says that Lomax's 
firm "doesn't think that my 
client has been harmed because 
discrimination in itself is not 
injurious . Can you bel ieve 
that?" The case is scheduled to 
be heard in Apri l, 1997 before 
Superior Court Judge Marianne 
Murphy. 
Further, MTD is claim ing 
that 5'5" 95-pound driver 
attached a female passenger 
much larger than she is. 
Coincidently, on the very day of 
the rally, the Los Angeles Daily 
News printed a front-page 
article about another Black bus 
driver, David Smith who was 
fired for al ledgedly striking a 
White passenger. Smith is now 
serving time for the incident. 
Allen says that he and other 
drivers are the victims of "high 
tech s lavery." They can be 
called in to work without notice 
after being off only "eight hours 
and one minute." He also says 
that transit security is a joke 
along the bus lines. "They're 
all standing arou nd at the 
Imperial Station across from 
their headquarters." 
Workers at the rally are also 
wondering why the Urban 
League' s Executive Director 
John Mack quit the MTD as it's 
$7,000 a month. consultant on 
minority affairs. 
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Mega Sidewalk Sale 7/5; 7/6; 1n 
Cnr,stmas and Ha"oween mercnana,se on sa,e 
Christmas wrapping paper, Ribbon, Bows, Decorations, Lights, 
Halloween Decorations and Daily Manager's Specials 
Santa will be here Sat. July 6, 11 a.m. 2 p.m. 
30-50% Off 
All Holiday Sale 
Merchandise 
• 
BRING THE KIDS 
GOODWILL STORES 
8120 Palm Lane (One block E of Waterman 
off 3rd), San Bernardino 
8270 Foothill Blvd., Fontana 
Store Hours: M-S 9-6, Sun 12-5 
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96 Mercury Cougars 
. 'Ready To Roll 
96 VW Jetta 
Let's .Make A Deal 
. PageA-8 
•· 
Chuck Mcvay, Owner 
ALL 1996 MERCURY• S 
TRACER .......•....•....•.. 2. 9% FOR 48 MONTHS 
OR $1250 REBATE 
MYSTIQUE ...•...... ~ ..•.. 2.9% FOR 48 MONTHS 
OR $600 REBATE · 
COUCAR .....•............ 4.9% FOR 48 MONTHS 
OR $1000 RE~ATE 
SABLE •...•....••••..••••... 2.9% FOR 48 MONTHS 
OR $600 REBATE 
CRAND MARQUIS •••••. 4.9% FOR 48 MONTHS 
OR $750 REBATE 
VILLACER •••••••••.••••••••• 4.9% FOR 48 MONTHS . 
OR $1250 REBATE 
- - . . ... 
Thursday~ July 4, 19?6 ' 
Lincoln 
, Mercury 
Volkswagen 
'96 Lincoln Mark VIII' s 
In Stock 
Vin# 625400 
· 96 Grand Marquis 
Reducing Pr-ices 
• USED .C·ARS • USED CARS • U .SED CARS • 
. 94 FORD RANGER · 93 MERCURY SABLE 
$9,999 
SPECIAL VIN # 79162 
$10,499 
VIN # 662398 
' 
. 95 FORD PROBE SE PACKAGE • 94 FORD EXPLORER 2 DOOR 
$12,999 $13,950 
VIN #148885 VIN # 722914 
• 95 .=oRD MUST ANC V6 
$13,995 
VIN#268680 
• 95 MERCURY COUCAR V8 $14 999 
VIN#l30396 
. 94 FORD EXPLORER 4 DOOR 
$17,999 
VIN # 35880-LOW MILES 
. 9) FORD BRONCO 
$19,999 
·1600 Camino Real, San Bernardino 
Lincoln • Me~cury • Volkswagen 
Tq rato baaed OD 7.S~ . All pricea aro plua tall, liceme, document r- on apprOYod credit. 
Subject to prior ale. Salo pricea Dot appl1 to leuea. . 
. 95 FORD CONTOUR 
$12,500 
VIN # 205982-D EAL O F THE WEEK 
' 
. 94 FORD EXPLORER 2 DOOR $13,950 
VIN #49278 - SU PER CRAZY 
• 94 MERCURY VIL LACER $15 900 , · 
VIN# 12285-ifOT HOT HOT 
. 95 LINCOLN TOWNCAR 
$24,999 . 
VIN # 722914-EXCELLENT D EA L 
(909) 
889-3514 
- ' -- Full Service, Parts & Body Shop 
Hours: _Mpnday - Friday - 7:30 to 5:30 
I Sale Ends Jul 11, 1996 : 
I , 
·95 MERCURY MYST 
$12,995 
VIN # 624698 ROCK-N-ROLL 
·93 VW JETTA 
$10,999 
SUl'«OOF VIN # 025061 
• ,, -J=ORD MUST ANC CONVERTIBLE 
$17 500 
v1N#l,a,o 
. 95 TOWNCAR SIGNATURE SERIES 
$26,800 
VIN # 694348 
FIRST TIME BUYERS 
WELCOME! WE MAY HAVE A 
PLAN THAT CAN GET 
YOUR CREDIT STARTED 
WITH A NEW CAR 
l l . 
~ 
, . ... 
• 
iJ 
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Smith: Still Standing for Equal Liberties and Human Rights 
~ Per$onal -interview with · 
Smith concerning historic 
protest in '68 Olympic 
Games in Mexico City. 
There are few things in the · world as 
dangerous as sleepwalkers. 
RALPH ELLISON 
I 
By LELAND STEIN III 
,BVN Sports Editor 
LOS ANGELES - If Ralph Ellison's 
words are true and a sleepwalker or 
sleepwalking populist or country is 
moving toward a state of self-doom, 
then the black athlete of the '60's awak-
en and made the whole world blink their 
collective eyes and take notice of issues 
that were very real in American and in 
particular, a burden African-Americans 
were carrying heavily on their backs. 
Equal liberties and freedom and the 
right to participate in the fruits of 
America's democratic system were 
issues so strong to the African-Ameri-
can athletes of the '60's that the thirst 
for their voices to be heard spilled over 
into the sacred Olympic movement. 
Although the· famous photo of John 
Carlos and Tommie Smith standing on 
the winner's podium with black gloved 
fist held high and heads bowed will 
indulge our theoretical and political 
senses forever, their actions at the '68 
Olympic Games in Mexico City were 
more than a two man show. It was a cul-
mination of a very well thought out 
demonstration involving many people 
says Smith. 
"We had planned and we knew what 
we were going to do before we got on 
the winner's podium," said Smith, who 
won the gold medal in the 200-meters in 
a then world record 19.8, while Carlos 
finished third in that historic race. "The 
result was a very organized Olympic 
project for human rights. It wasn't some-
thing that was done on a whim so the 
' establishment could say, 'See how big a 
· fool they are.' Usually that's what had 
, happen in the past because some people 
' are reactionaries. But this Olympic pro-
ject for human rights had been discussed 
years in advance, not by just the 
• Olympians on the 1968 team , but 
' Olympians from teams before ... only 
nothing was done because the support 
1 wasn't there, yet. 
' "It just so happened that we at San 
Jose State (SJS) not only talked about it, 
we decided to do something about it. 
And doing something was a culmination 
of our efforts together there at SJS, and 
also, writing, talking, polling other 
: black athletes around the nation. It was 
I a very well defined, organized move 
~ against racism in this country." 
Smith who set eleven world records 
during his career was expelled from the 
• Olympic Games - along with Carlos -
f following hi s protest, but that didn't 
1 quench his thirst for knowledge. Smith I earned his degree in Sociology while I attending night school, because he says 
I "it wasn't as easy to get shot." After 
1 graduating from SJS in '69, he played l professional football for the Cincinnati 
Bengals for three years. Presently he is a 
track coach and faculty member at Santa 
Monica College. 
At the last athletes meeting in Mexico 
City with Ralph Boston as the modera-
tor, Smith noted the group decided not 
to boycott but compete. "The first ath-
Photo courtesy of Minorities in Business & Allsport 
· NO:N-VIOLENT PROTEST: Tommie Smith (center) and John Carlos (r) took a stand against 
racism, that got them expelled tor the Games. 
letes up (on the podium), headed by 
Charley Greene and Mel Pender didn't 
do anything," he said. "Although Carlos 
and my action's were well defined, Lee 
Evans and other athletes that followed 
us up generally made some kind of 
statement. We wanted to aware the 
people of our country and the world . 
.. the problems of human rights we 
were facing in America." 
About the personal and life long con-
sequences his human rights protest 
might yield, Smith was not naive say-
ing : "We knew what we were up 
against. We knew the system didn't rep-
resent many of us and certainly there 
would be a backlash against our stand. 
The constitution is one of the things we 
base the Olympic movement on ... non-
violence and free speech, and, that's the 
approach we took. 
"I was not surprised what the system 
did (expel him), not then nor now. I 
couldn't go around with my head in the 
sand wondering if someone was going 
to kick me in the butt. I kept and keep 
my head up so I can see whose kicking 
me in the butt." 
While many people responded to the 
oppression of the times by sleepwalking 
and consciously moving into a torpor; 
while mental, spiritual and apathetic 
listlessness took over. Smith and many 
of his contemporaries of the '60's were 
having none of that. The gold medal 
winner and former world record holder 
drew a line in the sand and took a stand 
that was heard around the world. 
Frederick Douglass said "those who 
profess to favor freedom, and yet dep-
recate agitation, are men who want 
crops without plowing up the ground. 
' They want rain without thunder and 
lightning. Power concedes nothing 
without a demand." 
Smith surely would have made Dou-
glass smile, as he implemented and 
lived the great man 's words. Having 
been tossed out t"e Olympics for taking 
a quiet stance for human rights, then 
receiving hate mail and death threats 
upon' his return to the United States, 
Smith has felt the thunder and lightning. 
As time heals all wounds and maturi-
ty of understanding happens between 
aggrieved parties, Smith says after all 
these years he is finally getting invites 
to coach or be a part of the Olympic 
family again . 
Smith hopes he is a role model for 
athletes. He feels his role wasn't about 
the almighty dollar, but, about pride 
and justice. And he says he used athlet-
ics to highlight that and maybe his 
stance has helped make a path for those 
that have followed him. 
Tommie C. Smith, married for 20-
years and the father of five children, did 
not and does oot sleepwalk through life. 
He is wide awake and still believes you 
have to step up to the plate and demand 
justice. In fact, he says one of the things 
that saddens and makes him angry 
today, in particular concernin g our 
youth, "is people thinking, seeing and 
complaining about what we don't have 
or could have ... when all they have to 
do stand up and fight for equal rights 
and opportunities." 
Story reprinted from the Minorities in Busi-
ness commemora1ive magazine "Triumph of the 
Spirit: Centennial Celebration of African Amer-
icans in the Olympics 1896 to 1996." Inquire at 
(213) 933-0945 
· Don King honored as "Promoter of the Decade" 
By HOWIE EVANS 
NY AmNe_ws Sports Editor 
TORONTO - The Interna-
tional Boxing Association 
(IBF), at their 13th annual con-
vention, honored Don King as 
"Promoter of the Decade." The 
award to "American's Promot-
~ • er" was presented at a black tie 
' ' affair, and was the highlight of 
a parade of awards to individu-
als in the sport of boxing. 
In presenting the "Promoter 
of the Decade" award to King, 
Robert W. Lee, the president 
and commissioner of the IBF, 
noted King's "enormous con: 
tributions to boxing and the 
organization he built that fuels 
the sport." 
In accepting the prestigious 
award, King thanked God, then 
hi s staff, many whom were 
were honored as well for their 
Photo by Hassan Ali Bahar - BVN 
KING PROMOTER: Don King gives the thumbs-up, and the IBF 
returned the favor naming him the best over the last ten 'ears. 
many accomplishments during 
the 1995 year. 
King also told the over 700 
IBP delegates, friends of the 
organization, media, and other 
guest thanks. He especially 
thanked the predominant white 
jury saying: "I turned my life 
over to the American justice 
system, and the white jury, that 
included just one black 
woman , sorted out the evi-
dence. I say thank you white 
America." 
Other major award recipi-
ents included IBF Fighters of 
the Year featherwei ght Tom 
"Boom Boom" Johnson, wel-
terweight Felix Trinidad and 
heavyweight Francois Botha. 
The Showtime Network was 
named the Network of the 
Year, and Jay Larkin, Show-
time's senior vice president, 
was named the Executive of 
the Year by the IBP. 
A special moment came 
when attorney Charles E, 
Lomax was presented with the 
Thurgood Marshall Award for 
hi s untiring efforts to the 
industry of boxing. Lomax was 
Muhammad Ali's attorney for 
many years after he left the 
Treasury Department as Gen-
eral Counsel. 
Riverside All-Star 
Football Classic XI 
moves back to 
RCC this Saturday. 
By LELAND STEIN III 
BVN Sports Editor 
RIVERSIDE - Football .. . 
football ... football, it' II 
always hold a special place in 
my sport consciousness, 
although I'm suppose to be 
expanding my sporting base. 
But, no amount of expan-
sion will ever move football 
from my personal joy-zone. 
.With that being said, let's 
stand up and cheer for some 
football. Consider .too that the 
cheers will be for the youth in 
Riverside County, then it's 
imperative that all the fathers, 
mothers, brothers, sisters, 
cousins and friends load up the 
car and head on down to 
Riverside Community College 
this Saturday and support, 
watch the best All-Stars in this 
county perform for the last 
time as preps . 
This year's "Riverside 
County All-Star Classic con-
test has been drubbed, "One 
last look at the past and a 
glimpse of the future." 
The past features nine AII-
R i vers id e County players, 
seven who were All-Inland 
Empire, 13 All-CIF, three all-
staters and two All-Americans, 
and that was just the South 
team. The North counters with 
uine all-county and All-Inland 
Empire players, 13 who were 
All-CIF, three all.:staters and 
two All-Americans. 
The future could be that 
many of these young men will 
one day earn their education 
via a football scholarship and 
will be seen nationally suiting 
up for teams in the Pac-10, Big 
I 0, Big 12 and many other uni-
versities around the country. 
As always, the S.P.O.R .T 
Clinic in Riverside and the 
Riverside Press-Enterprise are 
the sponsors and main reason 
we' II all get to cheer one last 
time for our particular youthful 
participant. 
Just a few of the notable 
names on the North are Ban-
ning's Jenero Jordan, Riverside 
Poly's Drew Young and Jere-
my Luginbill, Rubidoux's 
Aaron Notarianni , Ja' Bari 
Jones and Orshawante Bryant, 
Riverside North's Ryan Brock 
Dung Le and Robert Farias, 
Moreno Valley Canyon 
Springs' Terrelle Smith and 
Aaron Wright, and Riverside 
Norte Vista's David Plenty 
Hawk. 
The South lines up Moreno 
Valley Rancho Verde's Aaron 
Miles, Zachary Hayes and 
Marquis 'Battle, Moreno Val -
ley's Payton Williams and Sha-
Ian Stewart, Riverside Arling-
ton's Antjuan White and Ray 
Warhop, Temescal Canyon's 
Terry Hess a-nd Ben Horton, 
and Norco's Reggie Williams 
and Trevor Roberts. 
The contest between North 
and South appears on paper to 
be two balanced teams; both-
can pass and run. • 
In fact the North 's offensive 
line averages 275 pounds and 
has a NFL size backfield -
Smith 225-lbs, Young 220 and 
Henry Hernandez from Notre 
Vista 240 - to run behind that 
massive line also. And Farias' 
passing will keep the defenses 
honest and make them focus 
on more than just the running 
game. 
The South's offensive line is 
just as big as the North's. It 
averages 270 and has four 
backs that rushed for more 
than 1,000 yards. They are 
Williams, White, Stewart and 
Hemet's Pat Duffy. Although 
the backs have the stats, 
Temescal Canyon 's combo of 
receiver Horton and quarter-
back Hess are consider one of 
the best tandems ever in this 
county and will be forces that 
have to be reckoned with. 
After a one year hiatus at 
Valley View, the game has 
been moved back to RCC 's 
Wheelock Field. Game time is 
7:00. Tickets are $6 dollars for 
adults and $5 for students, and 
children under six are admitted 
free. 
Back again is the post game 
fireworks that will light up the 
nighttime sky, bringing to con-
clusion Classic XI. 
Photo by Gary Montgomery • BVN 
CO~GAR NOW SUNDEVIL: All a lot of Moreno Valley Canyon 
Spnngs' opponents saw of Terrelle Smith in '95 was his back. 
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Wo!)der, To Help Build Arts Center 
. I few schools in the United States 
r 
. . :i:j:;:~-.. 
By EE.IC ROBINSON 
Stevie Wonder along with 
the University of Alabama at 
Birmingham have teamed up to 
build the Stevie Wonder Center 
for Computing in the arts at 
UAB, which is one of only a 
that offers a Bachelor of Arts 
degree with a concentration in 
Music Technology. 
Wonder was one of the first 
artists to recognize the direction 
in which technology could take 
music. This is evident in self 
composed works using 
synthesizers and samplers in the 
early '80s. His sensitivity for 
synthetic sounds and the special 
effect they can create, has lead ' 
to lush arrangements on his 
albums that set him years ahead 
of his recording peers. 
In Wonder's early 
fascination with technology in 
the 80s, he needed someone 
who could help with his 
innovative arrangements, so he 
called upon UAB professor 
Henry Panion, III Ph.D. to assist 
him. 
Fanion is a pioneer in the 
field of music technology and a 
testimony to this is his two 
Grammies, Dove and Stellar 
awards. He also leads the UAB 
Music Technology Program and 
serves as music department 
chair at UAB. 
Panion realizes that 
technology has enabled 
musicians such as Wonder to 
compose, arrange, and score on 
computer without instruments 
or musicians. His goal in the 
MIDI (Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface) at UAB is to 
allow students to learn and 
practice these skills. 
Many students won't have 
the opportunity that Fanion had 
to hear his arrangements played 
by a band, but with the MIDI, 
Fanion explains "an arranger 
can create a score, listen to the 
results on synthesized electronic 
instruments, and then preview 
synthetical ly the sound that 
would resu lt with a full live 
orchestra." 
Wonder being a known 
philanthropist who has donated 
his talent and. money to feed the 
hungry and fight for civil rights 
will donate proceeds from his 
Natural Wonder Tour to UA_B 
for the building of the center. 
KKBT Announces 3rd Annual Jam 
More than just another group, Popular Demand was formed 
passionately, persistenly, and professionally. The three members 
engage an incredible mixture of past, present, and future music. 
With Popular Demands versati le vocals, they captivate the listener 
and take them into a realm of R&B/Hip Hop/Romance with a 
reggae splash. You must hear them to tru ly understand -and 
appreciate their music. The taste of Popular Demand is craved and 
J'AU S IC 
REVI E'N 
BASS ALL STARS COMPILATION 
Just in time to crank up at the summer barbeques SoSo 
Def Recordings releases its first Bass All Stars Compilation. 
This release is chock full of thumping tracks, sure to make 
your body move and tanta lize those ear drums. Playa 
Poncho highlights this comp.flation w·ith the popu°Jar .h.it 
racing the charts "Whatz Up Whatz Up" as well as, two other 
new songs by Poncho. 
Successfully mixing R&B, Funk, Rap, and a southern 
flava to some innovative, new dance beats this is a necessary 
addition to your musical collection. 
The .City Boyz, Raheem the Dream, Shy D, and Trigga 
Man· round off the compilation with diversity, beats, and 
grooves. 
Stanton Allen Weeks · 
LOS ANGELES -- For the 
third consecutive year 92.3 The 
Beat (KKBT Radio) presents the 
largest charity concert in the 
Southland . The third annual 
"92.3 The Beat Summer Jam 
'96" takes place Sunday, August 
11, 1996 at Irvine Meadows 
Amphitheater from 11 am to 9 
pm. 
In a city plagued with racial 
ten s ion , "92 .3 The Beat's 
Summer Jam '96" succeeds in 
bringing together African-
Americans, Latinos, Asians, and 
Caucasians in peace and unity 
through music. At each of the 
previous two Summe r Jam 
concerts over 15 ,000 culturally 
diverse people gathered to enjoy 
a day filled with a variety of 
ITJ\lsic without incident. 
Concerts and events of this 
nature demons trate how 
individuals and commun ities 
can respect eac h other's 
differences while embracing 
each other's similarities. 
All profits from the ' "92. 3 
The Beat Summer Jam '96" go 
to local organizations. Besides 
the enormous amount of airtime 
donated to help bring awareness 
to th e major community 
concerns of AIDS and violence, 
the monetary contributions help 
out organizations in their fight 
against these problems. With 
that spirit in mind, the artists 
appearing at "92.3 The Beat 
Summer Jam '96" donate their 
performances to support thi s 
common goal. 
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The third annual "92.3 The 
Beat Summer Jam '96" features 
some of the top R&B and Hip -
Hop acts in the country 
including: Ice Cube; Mack I 0, 
W.C. & The Maad Circle, LL 
Cool J , S.W.V., Bone Thugs & . 
Harmony, Montell Jordan , Total, , 
MC Lyte, Immature, Monifah, 
Kris Kross, Tony Rich, Tha 
Mexakinz, and many more. 
As in previous years, 
proceed from the "92.3 The 
Beat Summe r Jam '96" will 
benefit ha rd w o rkin g 
community organizations in the 
fight against gang violence, drug 
abuse, AIDS and HIV. This 
year the recipient charities a re: 
Minority AIDS Proj ect , 
AVANCE Human Services Inc., 
Camp Laurel, Challengers Boys 
& Girls Club and South Central 
Youth & Community Services . 
Thursday, July 41996 
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Eddie Murphy, famous comedian/actor/singer, finally gets his 
due. Eddie received his Hollywood star in front of the 
Roosevelt Hotel in Hollywood, CA on Wednesday, June 26, 
1996, just two days before the opening of his new smash hit, 
"The Nutty Professor." Eddie was joined by family members, 
friends and loyal fans as he celebrated this long-awaited 
achievement. 
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is proud to announc~ the 1st annual 
Peace Fashion Extravagan~a Talent Show 
Holding auditions for modeling, talent show 
registrations 
every Saturday starting 
June 2.2., to July 2.o, 1996 from 12. p.m. - 3 p.m. 
at the Stratton Community Center 
2CXJ8 Martin Luther K ing Blvd., Riverside 
For more information please call ~) a,.o...10}9 
The Black Voice News 
Waldenbooks presents the first in a 
series of Children's Story Hours 
starting at 9:30 a.m. at Carousel Mall 
free to all children. For more 
information call (909) 888-2515. 
If you were a member of Poly, North, 
Ramona, Rubidoux, Pacific, San 
Bernardino, Redlands, Eisenhower, 
or San Gorgonio High School class of 
1960 thru 1970, attended UCR or 
RCC, was a member of the NuBreed 
Bishops, Cossack, Sarasens, or 
Mellow Fellows car clubs and 
remember the Good Ole days, let's 
get together at the 4th, Semi-Annual 
Community Reunion Dance & 
Picnic. Sat. & Sun . .Tulv 6th & 7th, 
1996. Contact Obie Wilson (909) 
788-4262. 
Kaiser Permanente Medical Center 
in Fontana sponsors a monthly 
Lupus Nephritis Support group. 
Meetings include roundtable 
discussions focusing on the health 
issues, concerns and problems caused 
by Lupus. The Lupus Nephritis 
Support group is free and open to the 
public and meets the 3rd Thursday of 
every month at 7:00 - 8:30 p.m. For 
more information, call (909) 427-
6340. Refreshments are provided. 
July 1st-July 14 
Christmas in July mega sale at 
Goodwill in Riverside.. Great 
Christmas and Halloween 
merchandise on sale 30-50 % off. 
Christmas wrapping paper, ribbon, 
bows, decorations, lights, halloween 
decorations, and daily manager's 
specials. Name brand toys, most in 
original packages, large selectior.. 
hnJ_hJ_ 
VCR/California Museum of Photog-
raphy presents across the Sea of 
Time Premieres in Southern Califor-
nia Fabulous 3D Fundraiser at the 
state-of-the-art Edwards IMAX 3D 
Theatre at the Irvine Spectrum 
Entertainment Center in Irvine. For 
information call (909) 787-4787. 
ful.Y 3rd - Au~ 28th 
Carousel Mall and the San Bernardi-
no Symphony Orchestra will present 
a series of Lunchtime Concerts in the 
JCPenney Upper Court. Perfor-
mances begin at 12 noon. For infor-
mation call (909) 384-5354. 
1.IJb-91h. 
Court Street Square- presents Multi-
Culture Festival. It starts at 1:00pm 
in Downtown San Bernardino. For 
more information call (909) 384-
8180. 
Autry Museum of Western Heritage-
presents "The California Gold Rush 
Band." For information call (213) 
667-2000 
Jurupa Area Recreation and Park 
District- Pancake Breakfast 8 am to 
Noon, at the Memorial Park, 4393 
Riverview Dr., in Riverside. For more 
information call (909) 682-3031. 
Main Street Square- Multicultural 
Festival starts at 1:00 pm Admission 
is Free. For information call 384-
8180. 
hl1u1h. 
McDonald's restaurant located at 
2242 University Ave., in Riverside, 
giving awaY. *free* Arch Deluxe 
burgers from 3 to S pm. 
Tuly 5th- [uly 21st 
Riverside Community Players, pre-
sents "Nunsence II The Second Com-
ing ... " RCP is located at 4026 Four-
teenth Street. For information call 
(909) 686-4030. 
~ 
Jurupa Area Recreation and Park 
District- 3 on 3 Basketball Tourna-
ment at the Avalon Gymnasium, 2510 
Avalon Blvd, on Rubidoux. For more 
information call (909) 682-3031. 
Hope & Help, Inc.- presents its 
"Annual Recognition Day," at 
2:00pm, Good News Missionary Bap-
tist Church 2355 Pennsylvania Ave., 
Riverside. For information call (909) 
787-7743. 
. .hlb..Z1h. 
Cultural Events, UCR presents con-
cert by the Pat Rizzo Big Band. 
Event will begin at 6 pm until dusk. 
July 7th 
Concert: The annual UCRMusic by 
the Tower Summer Concert Series 
begins with the Pat Rizzo Big Band 
at 6 p.m. on the Bell Tower Lawn, 
Admission is free . Parking is $2. 
Information: (909) 787-4629 
.IYh.2!h 
Beginning Tuesday, July 9, represen-
tatives from the Employment Devel-
opment Department will be available 
by appointment every Tuesday and 
Thursday at the Hispanic Chamber 
01· Lommerce located at 424 South 
"D" Street in Perris, EDD will pro-
vide employment assistance to local 
job seekers and employers. If you 
are seeking employment or if you are 
an employer in need of workers , 
please call the Hispanic Chamber of 
Commerce at (909) 940-4440 
July 9th 
Grandparenting in the 90s will hold a 
meeting at 10 a.m. at the Parkview 
Community Hospital Founder's 
Center - Zweig Room, 3865 Jackson 
St., Riverside. They will provide 
grandparents who are raising, 
babysitting or living with grandchil-
dren ages 1 to 10 practical "how to "s" 
for fulfilling the roles and responsi-
bilities of grandparents. Participants 
will also be provided resources 
specifically for grandparents. For 
more information and researvations, 
call (800) 777-5600. 
On July 10 the Phil Donahue Show 
will air a feature on Alzheimer's dis-
ease with special guest Shelley 
Fabares, star of Coach, and represen-
tatives from the national Alzheimer's 
Association. Fabares will relate her 
personal involvement with her moth-
er's Alzheimer's disease, and why 
Fabares is a national board member 
and spokesperson for the Associa-
tion. The local chapter of the 
Alzheimer's Association is located at 
1280 E. Coolev Drive, Suite 9 in 
Colton. Its toll-free HelpLine num-
ber is (800) 660-1993. Individuals 
seeking information !)r assistance is 
encouraged to call or stop by the 
Chapter office. 
July 11th-14th 
Children of Deaf Adults , Inc., 
CODA an organization that 
focuses on hearing children of 
deaf parents, will host Its 1996 
international conference at the 
Holiday Inn In Buena Park. The 
conference wlll orient newcomers 
to CODA, provide a forum to 
explore, learn about the blcultural 
experience of CODA's from 
around the world, foster a feeling 
of unity among them, and 
promote understanding of 
themselves and each other. For 
registration Information please 
contact the CODA-L.A. '96 
Committee, c/o Sandy Boe, 13644 
Sumac Loop, Yucaipa, CA 92399. 
(909) 795-5500. 
July 11th & 12th 
Film: "The Monster," by preeminent 
Italian actor, writer, producer and 
director Roberto Benigni, is a hilari-
ous comedy-cum-crime story that 
was Italy's highest grossing film ever. , 
Benigni stars as Loris, who becomes 
the ·main suspect in a series of grue• 
some sex killings after a far cical 
misadventure with a supposed 
nymphomaniac and an out-of-control 
chainsaw. At 7:30 p.m. at the Fox 
Theater, Mission Inn Avenue & Mar-
ket Street, Riverside. Admission: 
%6/general; $SI.students, seniors and 
members of the UCR C alifornia 
Museum of Photography and the 
Riverside Arts Foundation. Informa-
tion: (909) 684-2831 or (909) 787-
4787 
July 12th 
Dh:k Gregory and satiri s t Paul 
Mooney join conscious comedy duo 
The Mooney Twins at Marla Gibb's 
Vision Theater. The Vision Theater 
is located at 3341 W. 43rd Place. 
Showtime is 8:00 p.m. For advance 
tickets ($20.00 and $50.00) call (213) 
293-7552 .•. 
JULV 20, f>9 6 
JULY 21, f>96 
DILL,, ICK~TT l oi,eo 
Tickets go on Sale June 16th at: 
Calendar 
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Glowing, Glowing Gone - In 1996, Disneyland celebrates the final 
season of its most popular and enduring parade. The Main Street 
Electrical Parade, At the Magic Kingdom will continue evenings 
throughout the year concluding forever in October 1996. 
July 12th- July 28th 
This year's Orange County Fair will 
include a diverse selection of headline 
entertainers, current rockers like the 
Rembrandts, to classic blasts from 
the past such as the Temptations, to 
big-name country, disco, jazz and 
tejano acts and nationally renowned 
comic Paul Rod r iguez. Also 
featuring Rose Royce, Lou Rawls, 
a nd Kool and the Gang. All 
entertainment is fr ee with fair 
admission. There will be a two-show 
format, 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. For 
more information o r di rections, 
r nnfar t /714) 549-9802. 
July 12th - August 24th 
Concert: UCR's Music by the Tower 
Summer Concert Series continues 
with " Festival Del Sol," featuring 
Mariachi bands, Ballet Folklorico 
and guest a rtist. At 6 p.m. on the 
Bell Tower lawn. Admission is free. 
Parking is $2. Information: (909) 
787-4629. 
July 15th 
Family Heritage Day At The Autry, 
A Celebration of Juneteenth from 
11:00 - 3:00 p.m. For information 
call (213) 667-2000 
.July 15th 
Family Heritage Day At The Autry, 
A Celebration of Juneteenth from 
11:00 - 3:00 p.m. For information 
call (213) 667-2000 
July 17th 
Kaiser Permanente Medical Center 
in Fontana presents "Image 
Reborn", a monthly support group 
.for all women interested in options 
and alternatives for breat 
reconstruction. The meeting will 
begin at 6:30 p.m. at the Medical 
Office Building 2, Conference rooms 
3 & 4. 9961 Sierra Avenue, Fontana 
July 18th 
California Gold Rush Band will 
perform music of the Gold Rush era 
in the second of three summer 
concerts starting at 6:30 p.m. Picnics 
are welcomed and food will be 
available for purchase. Admission is 
free. For more information call (818) 
968-8492. 
July 20th & July 21st 
Sunsplash World Tour '96 Tickets go 
on Sale Saturday, May 25 at 10 a.m. 
Tickets priced at $28.00, $23.00, and 
$18 .00. Featured artists will be 
reggae 's finest, Dennis Brown, Big 
Mountain Band, Judy Mowatt, Sugar 
Minott, Capleton, Jamaican Groove 
and much more. 
.July 21st 
Concert: " L.A. Matsuri Taiko," a 
performance of traditional Japanese 
drumming, continues UCR's Music 
by the Tower Summer Concert Series 
at 6 p.m. on the Bell Tower lawn. 
Admission is free. Parking is $2. 
Information: (909) 787-4629 
July 25th & 26st 
Film: " Diabolique," the 1955 French 
classic, has been restored with nine 
minutes of previously cut footage. 
Henri-Georges Clouzot's genuinely 
creepy film is set in a dingy 
provincial boys' school, where 
Simone Signoret and Vera Clouzot 
Thursday, July 4, 1996 
murder the headmaster, with whom 
they are both intimately involved. At 
7:30 p.m. at the Fox Theater, Mission 
Inn Avenue & Market Street, 
Riverside. Admission: $6/general; 
$5/students, seniors and members of 
the UCR California Museum of 
Photography and the Riverside Arts 
Foundation. Information: (909) 684-
2831 or (909) 787-4787. 
July 28th 
Concert: Zydeco music from the 
Zydecats, with Lisa Haley, wraps up 
UCR's Music by the Tower Summer 
Concert Series at 6 p.m. on the Bell 
Tower lawn . Admission is free . 
Parking is $2. Information: (909) 
787-4629. 
July 28th 
The Autry Museum of Western 
Heritage will present the Witcher 
Brothers who will bring the sound of 
bluegrass and folk music. Adult 
admission is $7 .SO; seniors and 
students with valid I.D. are $5.00, 
children ages 2 through 12 are $3.00. 
Free parking is provided. For more 
information please call (213) 667-
2000. 
August 17th 
George Winston to perform at the 
Riverside Municipal Auditorium. 
Tickets $19.50 and $17.50 reserved, 
For more information contact, (909) 
788-3944. 
Riverside Community Players are 
now in rehearsal for the final 
production of the 71st season of one 
of the longest running community 
theatres in the United States. The 
musical Nunsense II, is the comedy 
treat of the year. Playing July 5-26 
weeknights at 8:00 p.m. and 
maitinees on Sundays at 2:15 p.m. 
No show on Monday and Tuesday. 
Box office for Reservations (909) 686-
4030. 
The Redlands Theatre Festival will 
be featuring five plays during its 24th 
season a t the beautiful outdoor 
amphitheater at Redlands Prospect 
Park. The line-up for this year will 
be " Scapino," " Tapestry," "Talley's 
Folly," " The Wizard of Oz," and 
" Tough Choices for the New 
Century." Tickets for each 
p erformance will be $14 for the 
general public and $12 for senior 
citizens and students. Season tickets 
are $56. All performances begin at 
8:30 p.m. and the box office opens 'llt 
The. qpestl,on of whether ornot•W~lti' 
6:30 p.m. 
.July 13th - 14th 
Omega E vents presents the Old 
Pasa den a J azzFest to be h eld on 
Saturday and Sund ay. H ours of 
operation are Noon to 9:00 p.m. on 
Saturday, performers include Spyro 
Gyra, Guita r s, Saxes & More 
(fea tu r ing Mar c Antoine, Rick 
Braun, Kirk Whalum & Peter 
White), Acoustic Alchem y, Brian 
Culber tson and Native Vibe. On 
Sunday, hours of operation are 11:00 
a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and the performers 
include Najee, Larry Carlton, Strunz 
& Farah, Tuck & Patti, and the Jazz 
Sports L.A. Multi-School Band 
conducted by Reggie Andrews. The 
Masters of Ceremonies will be Bubba 
J ackson on Satur day and Talaya 
from 94.7 Th e Wave on Sunday. 
Single day tickets are availa ble for 
$20 in advance and $25 at the door. 
The weekend pass is $32 and 
available only in advance. Children 
ages 3-12 will be admitted for $5 at 
the door (no advance sales for child 's 
ticket), children under 3 years old are 
FREE. for more information contact 
Omega Events (818) 771-5544 
July 14th 
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The Black Voice News 
HOT NIGHTS 
COOL MUSIC 
: a I , 
} 
HOT NIGHTS 
¼> 
COOL MUSIC 
B,fNSON & HEDGES 
SHAI ... . . . . .. : .... . . .. Friday, July 19 
ART-N-SOUL . ....... . Saturday, July 27 
ZAPP/ROGER . . . . . . .. .Friday, August 2 
JUST THE SAX II Thursday & Friday 
Artists listed above . ... . . . . . August 8 & 9 
GEORGE HOWARD .. .Friday, August 16 
SOLO .... .. . . . .. . . Saturday, August 17 
B.B. KING'S 
l 000 Universal Center Dr., Universal City, CA 
. For More Information Call: 818-622-5406 
Artists, clubs and schedule subject to change 
PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM. 
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ART-N-SOUL 
CHANTAY SAVAGE 
GEORGE HOW ARD 
GROOVE THEORY 
INTRO 
MORRIS DAY 
& THE TIME 
PURE SOUL 
SHAI 
SILK 
SOLO 
TERRY 'ELLIS 
ZAPP/ROGER 
JUST THE SAX II: 
GERALD ALBRIGHT 
WALTER BEASLEY 
RONNIE LAWS 
PAMELA WILLIAMS 
100 NIGHTS LIVE! 
The hottest tour of the year! These great artists will perform live at 
Los Angeles' top music clubs - July 15th through August 17th. For more 
information on your ticket to hot nights and cool music see listings below: 
' 
SILK .... . ....... .. Wednesday, July 17 
CHANTAY SAVAGE ..... Sunday, July 21 
INTRO ............... Sunday, July 28 
THE HOP 
1764 East Gale Ave., Rowling Heights, CA 
For More Information Call: 818-810-8467 
TERRY ELLIS ... . . . .... Monday, July 15 · 
PURE SOUL . ....... Wednesday, July 31 
MORRIS DAY I 
& THE TIME .. : . .. . Wedn.esday, August 7 
GROOVE THEORY .. Wednesday, August 14 
THE PALACE 
1735 North Vine Street, Hollywood, CA 
For More Information Call: 213-462-3000 
COMEDY & MUSIC WITH · 
AL TOOMER, 
SPEEDl SHANG, 
CHRIS CHARLES AND 
ENDANGERED POETS . .Friday, July 26 
COMEDY AO THEATER at REGENCY WEST 
3339 West 43rd Street, Los Angeles, CA 
For More Information Call: 310-677-4101 
2108 A3 R V Presented by Benson & Hedges Cigarettes 
SURGEO N GEN ERAL'S WARNING : Smoking 
Causes Lung Ca ncer, Hea rt Disease , 
Emphysema, And May Co mpli cate Pregnancy. 
© Philip Morris Inc. 1996 15 mg "tar," 1.1 mg nicotine av. per cigarene by FTC method. 
' 
BILL PICl(ETT -INVITATIONAL RODEO 
A S~ to ~ Cawt.,,,, 
Enjoy a day 
at the 
rodeo 
featuring 
Special 
Celebrity 
G u est s , -iwx·•rm1r~p;111--••,:,~v·•·-·: .. );.:w1:rnrr~,:,,:.,~, :,,,:;, ::l::~uw 
:: Calf Ropin', · · ··· ~-. . .. 
• ' • ,. ❖.- • • ,- '.»''• -.:,~»>,;:;:._. •.-x:,:.-. -~:h/-;: :_:-)::-.%x • 
Bull 
Doggin', 
Barrel 
-Racin', Bull 
Ridin', a 
delicious 
variety of 
mouth 
watering 
;-
,:-
food and much more ... 
Sat. J1,1I~ 20, 6:00 pm 
SlAVI. J1,1I~. 2 1, 3:30 pVVI 
los Anqeres E9uesfrian Center 
480 Riverside Dr. (Near Griffith Park) 
Tickets on Sale Now 
Bia~ Voice ttews 
3585 Main Street, Suite #201 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 682-6070 
Ticket Prices: Children 12 & under $10 
Adults $12 (in advance)* $14 (at the gate) 
All Box Seats $18.00 
For more info contact: Black Voice News 909-682-6070 
BILL PICKET INVITATIONAL 
RODEO 
ENTER TO WIN: Name __ _____._ _______ _ 
Address: _________ ------,-_Age: __ _ 
City: ______ State __ Zip ___ Phone: __ 
There will be three winners and they will all receive tickets to the Bill Picket Invitational Rodeo. To 
win, color your picture and then mail your entry to The Black Voice News, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, 
CA 92501 
DEADLINE: JULY 15, 1996 
--· ... - - --- - -,~-- __,,..- ~~.....,...,..., _____ _ 
",. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR SALE 
Black Book and Gift 
Store in Riverside area 
CALL TANYA 
at (909) 684-4434 
... , 
--~-
~"'. 
. "· , .... 
TEACHER VACANCIES· 
Middle School (718): Art, 
Math, Science; Hjgh Schoo) (9-
12): ESL, English, Food/Child 
Deve;opmenl, Librarian, Math 
Speical Education (RSP, SDC, 
and Severely Handicapped· 
Multiple Handicapped), 
Health: Contjnuatjon: Social 
Science. $24,396-$S1,724. 
Excellent Benefit Package. 
OPEN UNTIL FILLED. 
.. 
• .. 
" . t· . 
SCHOOL NURSE • 60% part• 
time, Qualifications: 
Bachelor's Degree in School 
Nurse Services/valid CA School 
Ne Services CredentiaVvalid 
CA Driver's License. $24,396-
$51, 724@ 60% annual 
contract. Medical prorated. 
OPEN UNTIL FILLED 
Excellent Benefit Package. 
Apply at: 
Personnel Office 
Perris Union H.S.D. 
11S1 N. A. St. 
Perris, CA 92570 
909-943-6369-Extension 22 
An Equal Opportunity• 
Affirmative Action EMplouyee 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
WordPerfect, Ge·n. Word 
Processing GD. Phone Skills. 
Pay consistent with experience. 
Call Dwayne in Moreno Valley 
(909) 341-8211 
HR MANAGER 
Mfg. Generalist S + years 
experience 225 employees. 
Local area. To SOk. Fax 
resume to 614-861-5558 
LEGALS 
--' FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
S The rollowiog person(s) is (are) 
,... doing business as: 
Whistle Stop Diner 
501 W. 6th St. 
Beaumont, CA 92223 
James R. L. Helton 
17000 Gregornio View Rd. 
Banning, CA 92220 
This business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/James R.L. Helton 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of ano,ther under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County on June 3, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy 
fs a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.963940 
p.6/13,6120,6/27,7/4 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
Soleil Pageant 
26165 Coronada Drive 
Moreno Valley, CA 112555 
Sonia L. Pierce 
26165 Coronada Dr. 
~ Moreno Valley, CA 9255S 
This business is conducted by 
• Individual 
• Registrant has not yet begun 
• to transact business under the 
' fictitious business name or 
• names listed herein. 
s/Sonia L. Pierce 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
• business name in violation of 
•: the rights of al)Other under 
federal, state, or common law 
, (sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
, Statement riled with the 
' County on June 11, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.964172 
p.6/13,6120,6/27,7/4 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
Sweet's & Snacks 
4212 Locust 
Riverside, CA 92501 
:, Cynthia Carlton 
-.. 4212 Locust St. 
'.• Riverside, CA 112501 
•
4 This business is conducted by 
·• Individual 
": Registrant has not yet begun to 
~ transact bus iness under the 
, fictitious business name or 
1 names listed herein. 
" s/Cynthia Carlton • 
• The filing or this statement 
; does not or itself authorize the 
I 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County on June 13, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.964248 
p.6/20,6/27,7/4,7/14 . 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
Thompson Plumbing 
Heating 
6382 Player Ct. 
Banning, CA 92220 
William C. Thompson 
6382 Player Ct. 
Banning, CA 92220 
And 
This business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/William C. Thompson 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County on June 13, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.964241 
p.6/20,6/27,7/4,7/11 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
Riverside Christian Ministries 
5585 Royal Hill Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
JamesD.Dew 
558S Royal Hill Dr. 
Riverside, cA 92S06 
This business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/James Douglas Dew 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County on June 18, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.964387 
p. 6/20,6/27,7/4,7/11 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
Swed Thangs 
1457 Clemson Way 
Riverside, CA 92S07 
Joy R. Washington 
14S7 Clemson Way 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Sundae S. Washington 
1457 Clemson Way 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Marie A. Washington 
1457 Clemson Way 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by 
a General Partnership 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious. business name or 
names listed above on June 16, 
111116 
s/Joy R. Washington, Sundae S. 
Washington, Marie A. 
Washington 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County on June 18, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.964376 
p.6/20,6/27,7/4,7/11 
~ICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following pcrson(s} is (are) 
doing business as: 
STAT (Strategically Trained 
Assessment Team} Consultant 
Agency 
59)6 Dickens Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Ernestine J. Dew 
5585 Royal Hill Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Ida Renee Williams 
5916 Dickens Ave. 
Riverside, Ca 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Co-Partners 
Ra11l1tr•nt e.cu11n.-n t1•d IQ 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 6/20/96 
s/Ernestine J . Dew/ I. Renee 
Williams 
Founders & Co-Directors 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County on June 20, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.964457 
p.6/27,7/4,7/11,7/18 . 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following pcrson(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
Blessing Carpel Cleaning & 
Maintenance Service 
5635 Bain 
Mira Loma, CA 91752 
pay Baines 
563S Bain 
Mira Loma, CA 91752 
Kathleen Carbaugh 
5635 Bain 
Mira Loma, CA 111752 
This business is conducted by 
Co-Partners 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Clay Baines 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County on June 26, 19116 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.964563 
p.6/27 ,7 /4, 7 /11 
Trustee's No. RIV-2048554-ND 
Order No. 
Escrow or LOAN NO. 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL 
TO: FIRST AMERICAN 
TITLE INSURANCE 
C:OMPANY, 362S 
FOURTEENTH STREET, 
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 
92502, ATTN : WAYNE A . 
ROY 
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S 
SALE 
TRUST NO. RIV-2048S54-ND 
On July 17, 1996 at 10:00 a.m. 
Heyming and Johnson, Inc., a 
California Corporation, 
Trustee, or Successor Trustee 
or Substituted Trustee of that 
certain Deed of Trust executed 
by Jos e Luis Montano and 
Marie G. Montana, husband 
wife and recorded August 27, 
1992 as instrument No. 322420 
in Book Page of Official 
Records of said County, will 
under and pursuant to said 
Deed of Trust sell at public 
auction for cash, lawful money 
of the United States of 
America, a cashier's check 
payable to said Trustee drawn 
on a state or national bank, a 
check drawn by a state or 
federal credit union, or a check 
drawn by a state or federal 
savings and loan association, or 
savings bank specified in 
Section 5102 of the Financial 
Code and authorized to the 
business in this state, at THE 
FOURTEENTH STREET 
ENTRANCE OF THE FIRST 
AMERICANTITLE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
BUILDING,3625 
FOURTEENTH STREET, 
RIVERSIDE, California all 
that right, title and interest 
Legals 
Page B-6 Thursday, July 4, 1996 
on the note or notes secured by 
said Deed of Trust, to wit: 
$97,240.30, plus the following 
estimated costs, expenses and 
advanced at the time of the 
initial publication of this Notice 
ofSale: $1,799.44. 
Notice to Property Owner 
You are in default under a deed 
of trust, dated August 4, 1992 
unless you take action to 
protect your property, it may 
be sold at a public sale. If you 
need an explanation of the 
nature of the proceeding 
against you, you should contact 
a lawyer. 
First American Title Insurance 
Company as Agent for 
Heyming and Johnson, Inc., 
BY: Wayne A. Roy, Authorized 
Officer 
3625 Fourteenth Street 
Riverside, California 92502 
(909) 787-1700 
Dated June 20, 1996 
p 6/27, 7/4, 7/11 
FICTJTIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
The Old Fashion Way 
4706 Tyler 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Hugh Mark Dooley 
4706 Tyler 
Riverside, CA 925036 
This business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious bus iness name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Hugh Mark Dooley 
The filing of this s tatement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County on July 01, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk · 
FILE NO.964668 
p. 7/4,7/11,7/18,7/25 
NCJl1C8 OF TRlBll'BS SA1E T .S. RB'.EVB> UNDflt T .S. I Fl5Sl<iB TAC: 
lllTU OF TRI.ISTTFS SALE All ND. gz;;..j' No.Ft5Slei lli o.tel. Ullll1 No."84174- 4:l!12S'.lc l'\JB: ~ZT. ~ . 7-11 
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AM,s,:je oounty, Calfomia. as illlffided ll'f AOAJNST YOU, YOU SHOUlD rom-ACT of sae in lawful rnong,' of the l.kllS'.l Sties) 
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1 soo por,t bang on the northert,, ~ht of W1f nl ..........i m tic undinipll a - Docit- , oounty c..txnil Toe slld addrees aid othl!' ~ S1rat aid ilkl booQ the poi,t of b!J,Jn- G1lion ci 'Deiu nl DlmDI for Salo, nl oorn~ desigll<OOl1 tt any, of the real propmy 
ning, thellce north 'l1 de:;1118845' 26" aast abng wri1m ndia: d tid,al d ._,, m caao" (jeaiie:j abow is ~rported to be: 87 Shala 
thevaert,, flieofsaolot 1 adistYK2of297.13 ,..~., .. oaid~~ai,fyoaid ltllf lmd, llvlftldl, CA 1125111 l',fV 200-
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a poi,t on the nontm,, r9ht of Wi1f of Praed Book" "-llo,.OO'ciil Roca,k iib>offi:iedh shov,n hwoo. The total amount of the unpoo 
S1r~. 800 POint ilkl bei1g the Im bound.ry, ......ier d ~ Soid s.ie ci , balance of the obigaiJn !llDlre:l by the prope1y 
the1ce north 62 de:Jraes 14' 34" -aloog the ~'<Wlbenuloii .,_ ii• anlilm~ to be sokl md roosonable estinaled OOSIS, 
northert,-rghtofWi!fof PraedStnB,adislanoeof 1<XM1Ut « ~ . ""1"'9 « ~ ~ and advanals a1 the tine of the niial 
28 00 lea to the true POint of begnni,g. ,__ , ...-,q lido .,......,_ « ~ m ! ptibi:aion of the Notill of sale e: $145,433.85 
SOi's F'i¥t8 No: 269-212-02(Hi May be aleo pay" ,.. ftllllioq prirq,al un « tic ldo(I) In addlion to cash, the Trusre v.il ;roipt a 
lolov.11 as . 1931 Praed Slrat, PMrslle. CA ......ibyaaidDadTNII.~• r-• cashe'sche:;kdrav.nonastaleor nalionalbank, 
9'2503 '(If a slreet addrese or oommon designa- iaoaidnme pm,idod. """"-, la,y, ,........,. ache::kdrav.n bya state or federal aedlunion or 
too e dlov.11 aboYe, no vm:rnv B !lM!ll as to ls 11nn1 u aaid Dood" ·« TRIii. r-. dap ml a che:i< drav.11 by a state of kderal Bil'li1gs and 
oorn~enesa or cximdnees).' The bEnefmy ...,.,. d.,. Tl\llloo al d.,. Ina ......i ban asoocm,n, savrigs aseocaion or sali1gs 
undl!' said Dm of Trust, by reason of bnrad1 or "1id Deed ciTna. Said ..i...;a be la! cm: bank spe:ifie:l i, S8iiJn 5102 of the Fimce 
defaul 11 the oliiJali>ns S1DJre:l 1hEmly, herao- -~ 17, 1996. a 3:31 p.ma tic Main SI,,,ct Code and arthorm to do~ i, this stale. 
tore e>rllQAed and deM'ed to the undngned a a, fio lliny Oufda, • ;ffll >.-t., In the E!IIE!lt tEJlde' othB" Iha, cash is ilXf(Jted, 
v.rtter, ()rl;r,fu, of CElaul aid llenmd b' SL, RMnidc, CA• 'N. h limo d tic ici:al the Trustee may v,,ithhokl the issuanre of the 
Sale, and l'dten nolJJe of bnrad1 .l1d 01 oo:mn pmiaalim dtil mioe. h •-d tic· Trusee's Dm untl tuoos baDrne avaiW>leto the 
10 c:lU98 the und!ISlgned to s 800 prope1y to ..,....i bolilico d b, d¥m ......i by tic ~ or endorsee as a mall!' of r'ght. Sail sale 
sat.lSfy sad obigaloos, and the'eafte.- the ooder· obcM dmcri,od Deed ,. Tna ml ·.......i v.il be rnooe, but v.«hout c:overmt or v.wraity, 
signed cal9ed sad notai of breach and of ..._ .....-. al lllNilDII ii $161,9214 • t. e,qirass or inpied reg.vdi,g tile, l)()88E!S8i)n or 
eieaoo to be ra::orde:I Avgust 17, 1994 as ilitr. ii pmd,lo hllatio.,. ci .. h q,aq bid enrurnbr.rlte!, to satisfy the ildeble:lnees 
No 321788, of afiaal Re:nros in the offial of the IIII.Y be • hn ti. mi.I ~ cl.ie. SIDJre:l by rif Dm, advanaB therMder, v.«h 
Recoroer ol RMlsde County. S.m sae 1111 be enm.y-. oold • dik tal a,y iiannalim nternst as pro'li:led thB'eil, and the unpai:1 
male, but \Whout txMlmt or v.ma,ty, ecpr!!!8 - .i:.;. 'Ml bo .... b bt papa,e .......,_ 800 deal · h 
or rn ..... , ............... ,..-... ore:lCllrn- ..aMl...,cria....tiac, "IF. AVAIIAIIU:l, pmcipal of the note seam by v.« 
.,..,.. ''¥""•'" " "' .,......_' ntEJBSI the:8Jn as pro'li:led i, sail Note, lees, 
br.n:es,to ~ thertmlllflO pmcipalsumofthe 11iBBXl'lrnD Cll'l!NINO BID MAY 88 ch.rges.wid eq)(llSE!Sof the trustee .rd of the 
oliiJali>ns IHllrad by tlilil Ceed of Trust, v.ili OBTAINED BY CALUNO THE RJU.DW· trusts Cl8aled by sai:1 teed of Truet. Clml: June 
11tllll!I 38 al rde prowled, oovances, t ifff, INO" 'l1IB'HONB N\11,&;RS ON THE TEST, P.Q 
under the terms of eail Ceed of Trust. tem. 1"Y BIR1RB nm WE: (714)4!056l:J 20, 1996 ~~ ivstBB · · 
chages and 9q)lll988 of the Trustee ll1d of the mJS JIIIN,' N011CE SUPBISEilE', AND Bax 54089 Los Angties. CA !W54 (114) 4fK>-
TMl&Cl8ale:l bysai:l CeedofTruet. S.m salev.i REJ'LA(Ei ANY l~EVIOUHI011CE OF 5690 8'f E~ Yira,os,irJ Assis/a,/ ~ 
be hel:! on .Ju>,-11 , 1996al3:30p.m.altheMan 11!1Bl'EE'S SA1E YOU MAY HAVE ~ITAC:420004b Plll:6-'l1,7-4,7•11 
Str8ll ll1IJall:a to the Counly Qlurtlna, 4lr,() t 
M.ir!Slna.PM!rade.CAlhe~arnountofthe A V L I • 
unpaij bDlce1'tlhe oblgailn 99lJIOO by a1 n n OU n ce , 0 U r e Q a I n 
prol)El1y to be di, t~he- V4h mrtB, tie 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (ar( 
doing business as: 
Whistle Stop Diner 
501 W. 6th St. 
Beaumont, CA 92223 
James R. L. Helton 
17000 Gregornio View Rd. 
Banning, CA 92220 
This business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/James R.L. Helton 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County on June 3, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.963940 
p.6113,6/20,6127 ,7 /4 
FICTITIOUS BUSINES~ 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are: 
doing business as: 
Soleil Pageant 
26165 Coronada Drive 
Moreno Valley, CA 925S5 
Sonia L. Pierce 
26165 Coronada Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has oot yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Sonia L. Pierce 
The filing of this s tatement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with th e 
County on June 11, 1996 
RIVERSIDE 
AFFIRMATIVE 
COMMISSION 
c o u NTY =~~!~:-!~~':\~~44: the Black Voice News 
ACTION Cite. June 5, 1996 STAN-sH,l,WCOff'a1A110N ' 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
itiSMITrustee 140£ Chapa,ra/Court, SUte 1)/) ·(909) 682•6070 
klahetn /tis, CA 92808 (714) 480-5690 BY 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.964172 
p.6/13,6/20,6/27 ,714 NOTICE OF MEETING Ebl'6 Lll!I TfWll!l (jficet ~ .vi, assmig 1116 Bet>emy to ~ a delt i!f1d w,y nbtrr.trin 
..., obtl,, N bel-1 br~ Wf1X/S8 ""8lt,r l 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN ~~or11 wmg.TAC: 42859'2b Plll 
that the public meeting of the 6-'.'(1,6-27, 7-4 
R verside County Affirmative 1- Y-OU_AR_E_IN_OEF_A_Ul_T_UNOER ___ A_ 
Action Commission will be . DEED OF TRUST. DATED APRIL 7.-
h Id Th d J I 11 19811 UNLESS YOU TAKE ACTION e on u r s ay, u y ' TO PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY, 11 
1996, a t the hour of 6 p.m. in MAY BE SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE. 
Room 111 of the Di ver side IF YOUNEEO AN EXPLANATIONOF 
' " THE NATURE OF THE PROCEED-County Administrative Center, ING AGAINST YOU. YOU SHOULD 
4080 Lemon Street, Riverside, CONTACT A LAWYER. NOTICE OF 
TRUSTEE'S SALE No 160205 a, 
CA. Juli 1~ 1'.'9E. at 1000 P"" at Ille 
~1.-. S'.ree-t ef'lt!.1'1ce tc the County 
SUBMITIED BY: 
Barbara L. Gilkerson 
Man~er of EEO/AAP 
Any pers on may submit 
written comments to th e 
Affirma tive Action 
Commission before the meeting 
or may appear a nd be heard at 
th e time of th e m eeting. 
Written comments should be 
forwarded to the Affi rmative 
Action Commission, County of 
River s id e P er sonn el 
Departme nt, P.O.Box 1S69, 
Riverside, CA 92S02-1569. 
p.7/4 
HAVE 
YOUR 
CLASSIFIED 
OR LEGALS 
ADVERTISED 
WITH BVN 
C:Ourthoose d.CB) Main S't:r~ Rl\-ef-
s1~e CA If' tr'ie crty of Rrverstdc 
County of r< -...e,~1de State of Ca1rforr,1a, 
ca1rtom,:s Reconveyal'!ce Company. 
a Galrtomia Co!poratlon. 2s duly ar-
JX)tnted TrJstee undE>r that certan 
Deed al Trust e,ecUled by James A. 
Bean and Connoe M Bean, husband 
and wle as trus=, reoorded on Apnl • 
14 \ §88 as Instrument No 98680, 1n 
Boo!< - Page - oi Cffi-;"'' R..:ords al 
Rr,,ersidc County, St..te oi \;1.rtom,a, 
ureter the power ot S,J,le thero1n con-
tained, will ,ell at p.,bllC aUCIKl!\ 10 Ille 
h~nest bidder lor cash. o, check_ as 
descnbed bela,,, payable at the time 
of sale 1n la~I · money of the United 
States al Ameoca. ,,.,;,t,out w.ma nty 
exp,ess or 1mphed as to trtle, use. pos-
sess,on or encumbrances, all righ~ tJt!e 
and interest oCtN held by rt as such 
Trustee 1n and le the loliowlng de-
scnbed property situated ,n the afore-
sa,d CM,nty and Slate, to ""'11: APN # 
136-2cl4-0Q6.6 rne IX>lal amount cJ 
the unpaid pnnc,pal balance, interest 
thereo(l together wrth reasonatxy t.-Stl• 
mated costs expenses and advances 
at the bme ex the ,nl!lal publtca!Jon r:A 
thi<i Nooce a,e $179,572 00 Currently 
dated Casr1ers Checks or Certified 
Chee~ pa,aole 10 Ille Tn,stee or bid· 
def are a::c.,pt,ble 10 TNStee p10Y1ded 
proper ldenDficaDOn 1s available. From 
,nlotmaoo,, wti,ch the Trustee deems 
reliable tut fer wt>ch Tn,stee makes 
no represeri~tion or ""'8mlnty, the 
street addres~\es) or other common 
designati:on of the abQ.,e descr.te!C'I 
prorert'/ ,. 16649 Lake Knoll Parl<-
way 1-("'rs,de CA 92503 S..'1 P'lll>-
erti .• o.,ing sold for Ille p.,rpose or I ~'fl"9 the otllgatv.>ns sec1,,rec! by said O..ed of Tn.st 1nclud1r19 fees and ex-
~r ~s of the "':'"n.:~tee and of Sa~ 
ATTENTION CONTRACTORS 
LANDSCAPERS, PAINTERS AND GENERALS 
The City of Redlands Redevelopment Agency, Housing 
Division, soliciting painters, landscapers, and general 
contractors who are State Licensed to establish an 
eligibility list of service providers whose expertise may be 
required to carry out home improvements under the 
Agency's Great Neighborhoods Program. Once 
established, the Agency intends to use the eligibility list as 
a resource from which bids for specific repair services will 
be solicited. This list will remain valid for two(2) years. 
However, the Redevelopment Agency will review 
each job performance and can at any time, due to 
job performance, failure to meet contractual 
agreements, or to other issues, remove a 
contractor from the approved list. 
Interested service providers must submit the 
following to the City upon request: 
1. Service providers must hold a valid state 
contractor's license. 
conveye~ to and now hel~ by it ( 909) 682 6070 under said Deed of Trust m the • 
property situated in said I 
Cc1l1foni•a R::conveyance Compdny. 
as :;a,d 7r.r.Iee, 8y Deborah 8ngnac · 
Vice Pre!=1c!en1 9451 Corbin Ave. 
Northndgo Ca ,k,n,,a 91324. (&16i 
'287-7723 Daled .•u·1e 10 1996 
ASAP210161l 6/20, 60.7 714 2. Service providers must hold a valid City of 
Redlands Business License. County and State described as: 
Lot 549 of Sierra Foothills unit 
No. 11, as shown by map on file 
in book 39 pages 15, 16 and 17 
of maps, records of Riverside 
r 
3. Service providers must maintain Worker's 
Compensation Insurance as prescribed by 
County, California; Excepting --- ---------------------1 
therefrom all metals, minerals, 
4. 
state law. 
Service providers must maintain Broad 
form Public Liability insurance. (Minimum 
$1,000,000 per accident for tiodily injury or 
death.) 
petroleum, natural gas and 
other hydrocarbon substances 
existing and lying beneath and 
below 500 feet of the surface of 
said real property ; provided 
and excepting, however, that 
neither grantor, its successors 
nor assigns, shall have any 
right of entry upon or across 
the surface of said real 
property nor within nor closed 
to said surface than 500 feet 
unde rneath thereof for the 
purposes of exploring for, 
drilling, developing or 
removing or otherwise any of 
said me tals , minerals , 
petroleum, natural gas and 
other hydrocarbon substances, 
as reserved by Anza R ealty 
Company, a corporation, in 
deed recorded January 12, 
1960 as instrument no. 2703 of 
official records of Rivers ide 
County, California. 
Assessor's Pa r ce l Number : 
151-283-010-7 TRA 009-010 
The street address or other 
common designation of said 
property: S400 Harold Street, 
Riverside, CA 92503. 
Said sale will be made without 
covenant or warranty,y, 
express or implied, as to title, 
possession or encumbrances to 
Htld'y the Ubpald bala11rt1 duo 
You CAN BE A 
* Certified Nurse Assistant 
* Home HJilth Aide 
* , LVN · uc;t~ V~onol Nu~,<( 
• Acute N~r.~ Aid,:!i•::•!.~. :) lt 
• Direc~oTSlgfj~J9~.,({DSD) 
l • Continui~·g.'(_duccllloi(pa,~ Available 
· ..;., * :lff'A ~ .......... :.,'" A Celfo• 
' •City,, •. '-".,. Je.~.,..N,N'lfff 
Four D Success 
Academy, Inc. 
Education for A Future in Nursing 
Call 800-600-5422 
or 310-427-3905 
The Agency needs se'rvice providers who can 
perform one or more of a wide variety of repairs 
such as roof repair/replacement, heating and 
cooling system repair, plumbing, electrical, 
installation of windows and doors. 
The selected service provider for each job will 
report to and receive general direction from 
Redevelopment Agency personnel. 
For additional information, contact the 
Administrative Services Department at {909) 798-
7545. 
------------·---· ......... 
I 
Debbie Allen Speaks At UCLA Graduation 
Debbie Allen made the 
UCLA _ graduation of the 
School of Film Theatre and 
Television the most exciting 
of any in UCLA and probably 
the best of any with her 
inspiring speech, "What You 
Goin Do Now?" Taken from 
a phrase and song of the 
eminent James Brown. She 
spoke to everyone on their 
·level. Academians enjoyed 
her references to Socrates, 
Shakespeare, and other 
notable people. But everyone 
enjoyed the speech that 
touched on every and all in 
society. The answer to the 
question is to work hard. 
Graduates of the special class 
Dr. Kenneth Bowman 
Debbie Allen delivers commencement address. 
Nakia Burrlse Christina Ham 
were Rickerby Hinds, (MFA, 
Playwriting), Skirball Kenis 
Award winner, Nakia Bunise 
(BA), one of the new Power 
Rangers, Christina · Ham 
(MFA Playwrighting), and 
Kenny Bowman (Ph.D., 
Choreography). 
Rlckerby Hinds, son Alexander, and Dean GIibert Cates 
Commencement at the Unlve;;I~~ of California, Riverside 
University of California at Riverside Salutes New Graduates 
HASSAN "SEAN" 
SMITH 
Hassan "Sean" Smith is a 
happy graduate of the 
University of California 
Riverside. He graduated 
last week with a B .S. in 
Biology. "Sean". will 
pursue a master's degree at 
Barry College in Miami, 
Florida. It is his goal to 
become a physician. 
JACQUELINE EUBANY 
Jacqueline Eubany gradu-
ated from the University of 
California, Riverside cum 
laude with a Bachelor's of 
Science in Biochemistry. 
She will begin Boston 
University Medical School 
in the fall after a trip to 
Europe this summer. 
,1 
ANDRE & GABRIELLE 
PELTIER 
Gabrielle Peltier, Events 
Coordinator and co-founder of 
the Voices That Need To Be 
Heard symposium in the 
Office of Campus Relations at 
University of California, 
Riverside, received the Master 
of Science in Educational 
Counseling and Guidance and 
the Pupil Personnel Services 
Credential from California 
State University, San 
Bernardino, June 15, 1996. 
Andre Peltier earned the 
clear California Secondary 
Science Teaching Credential 
from the University of 
Redlands on the same day. 
Mr. Peltier is a Biology 
teacher at Perris High School. 
He made history at Perris 
High by identifying and 
preparing 10 Biology students 
for the National AP Biology 
te s t. Perris students have 
never been included in the AP 
biology testing. Positive 
results for this historic event 
are pending. 
The couple will leave the 
area with their 3-year old son, 
Troy, in August. Andre, a 
graduate of Atlanta's 
Morehouse College, will 
pursue the Master of 
Education in Teaching 
Secondary Science at Brenau 
University in Gainesville, 
Georgia. Gabrielle will 
pursue the doctorate in 
Educational Leadership at 
Clark Atlanta University. 
Both graduates have secured 
employment with Atlanta area 
school districts and are 
excited about returning to the 
city where they fell in love 
and married IO years ago. 
JANET LONG 
Long graduated from 
California State University, 
San Bernardino with 
recognition as an Outstanding 
Undergraduate from the 
School of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences. She 
receved her B.A. in 
sociology. Long graduated 
with department honors. She 
is one of 75 people from the 
University of California and 
California State Univesrity 
systems to receive a 
California pre-doctoral 
honorable mention, and her 
honors thesis was one of 20 
chosen for the recent Pacific 
Sociological Association 
meeting in Seattle. She also 
is a member of the Alpha 
Kappa Delta International 
Society. 
Long is a charter member 
and president of Sisters of the 
Yam, an organization of 
women of African descent. 
She is secretary of the 
California Association of 
Black Social Workers and a 
participant in the Inland Area 
Association of Black Social 
Workers. 
MALIK MARTIN 
Graduate of Aquinas High 
School, San Bernardino with 
aspirations of becoming a 
Neurosurgeon. He plans to 
attend Stanford, then to 
Harvard for medical school. 
\ 
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JEROME JOHNSON 
Dr. Howard D. Inghram Elementary School Memorial Alumni 
Scholarship Fund is pround to announce the recipient of its 
1996 scholarship. 
Jerome Johnson is a 1996 graduate of San Bernardino High 
School. He attended Dr. Howaro D. Inghram Elementary 
School and Martin Luther King, Jr. Middle School. His goal is 
to attend San Bernardino Valley College with a career in law 
enforcement. 
Proceed for the scholarship have come from projects at Dr. 
Howard D. Inghram Elementary School and donations from the 
community. 
Trojan fullback Terry Barnum (left), a newly minted 
graduate in communication studies, and his parents, Usher 
and Liz Barnum (right) of Riverside, Calif., celebrated 
following the University of Southern California's 113th 
annual graduation ceremony. 
Lillian Altumus 
congratulates her 
daughter Sheila for a 
scholarship she received 
from the Inland Empire 
Black Nurses 
Association. She is 
pursuing an LVN degree. 
She will graduate in the 
fall of 1996. 
VASSAR JEAN VESSUP, AISHA L. DANIEL 
Mother and daughter both received their diplomas. Aisha is a 
\ senior in high school and graduated from San Bernardino High 
l School on June 20, 1996. She has been accepted as a freshman 
at California State University, San Bernardino and plans to earn 
her Bachelor's Degree and teaching credentials from that 
university. Vassar is in the Master's program at California State 
University, San Bernardino. She received her Master's in 
Social Work degree from the University on June 16, 1996. She 
has been hired as a Social Worker with San Bernardino County 
Department of Public Social Services. It has been a difficult 
year or two for both, mother and daughter, but they are looking 
forward to a prosperous future. 
I, 
DENISE ADIGUN 
Denise Adigun, ambitious, 
and courageous with the 
credentials to prove it. Six 
years -ago she went back to 
school and attended Riverside 
Community College. Tliere 
she graduated with her 
Associate in Science degree. 
After passing the LSAT, she 
began law school at Western 
State University College of 
Law where she then 
graduated on December 17, 
1995, with two additional 
degrees; Bachelor in Science 
of Law and the Juris 
Doctorate. On May 28, 1996, 
like so few others she found 
out she had passed the State 
Bar Exam on her first 
attempt. 
She strongly believes that 
anyone should go for their 
dreams despite how dire the 
situation looks. "With prayer 
and the prayers of others and' 
the ultimate faith in God, I 
had no choice but to conclude 
that things could only gel 
better. Why would He bring 
me this far if He didn't 
believe in all I could 
achieve?" 
JACQUELYN JACKSON 
Jacquelyn Jackson, 17 
graduated from Perris High 
School this June. She is 
attending Riverside 
Community College Moreno 
Valley Campus where she 
will transfer to San Diego 
State majoring in Social Work. 
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St. Paul A.M.E. Church Awards Scholarships 
The Charles Brooks' Scholarship Fund of St. Paul A.M.E. Church presented three generous 
scholarships, totalling $4,250 to members who are graduating from several localhigh 
schools.The presentations were made by David Breland, graduating medical student and 
awaiting internship. David is also a member of St. Paul. Members who received 
scholarships are: Zakiyyah I. Jones, Shauna S. Jones and Brandon A. Jackson. Regina D. 
Brown received a Book Scholarship. · 
lmanl Scott Is congratulated by her parent's Ors. Scott, after her graduation from UCB. 
Forde Graduates From Redlands High School . 
goal to eventually have a 
Ph.D. in Theatre Arts. 
Defense attorney Johnnie Cochran congratulates Brian 
P.itts of Benjamin Banneker Academic High School in 
Washington, O.C. and Nicole Massie of Richard 
Montgomery High School in Rockville, MD., two of 107 
students awarded $3.8 million in college scholarships at 
the Project Excellence Ninth Annual Scholarship Dinner, 
May 15 in Washington, O.C. Columnist Carl T. Rowan 
founded the program to inspire Black high school students 
to learn to speak and write with excellence. Cochran and 
Dr. Laffell, Jr., president of the American College of 
Surgeons, presided over the scholarship presentations. 
.. ;, '\t .i.b=· 
MELODIE 
MAYBERRY-STEWART 
Melodie Thomas Mayberry-
Stewart has received a Ph.D 
degree from the Peter F. 
Drucker Executive 
Management Center of the 
Claremont Graduate School. 
Mayberry Stewart was 
employed by IBM and 
Riverside Community 
Hospital before moving to 
Nashville, Tennessee. 
PATRICIA 
RODGERS-GORDON 
Wade Forde, graduated from 
Redlands High School last 
week. He was active in the 
Black Student Union and 
plays baseball. He is an 
active member of 16th Street 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Church. He has been 
accepted at several colleges 
and has selected Oakwood in 
Huntsville, Alabama. It is his 
Gloria Gary Presents Scholarships Worth $20,000 
Patricia Rodgers-Gordon was 
hooded by the university of 
Southern California as they 
conferred the degree of 
Doctorate of Education on her 
at the one hundred thirteenth 
commencement. Rodgers-
Gordon is employed at 
California State University. 
Wade Forde ·' . 
' 
Indiantown, FL -- Four girls from Indiantown (FL) are well 
on their way to college before they even start high school thanks 
to Challenger Scholarship Fund established three years ago by 
attorney Willie E. Gary and his wife, Dr. Gloria Royal Gary. 
Melinda Clark, Maria Esquivel, Ynette Morris and Nikki Parker 
were presented with Challenger scholarships worth $5,000 each 
by Mrs. Gary at their eighth-grade commement at Indiantown 
Middle School. 
'. 
- . 
). 
/ 
L 
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S.B. Valley Links Present -18th Annual Scholarship Winners 
The San Bernardino Valley Chapter of the Links, Inc. held 
their eighteenth annual Scholarship Breakfast Ball recently. 
After the introduction of the members, and the president's wel-
come by Rorence Young, MD, there was the invocation given 
by Connecting Link Daron Lee. 
Every year over 500 people dress in their evening clothes to 
attend an "evening style" function in the morning. The event 
starts at 8 am and is over at 12 noon. 
Scholarship presentations were made to deserving students 
from all over the Inland Empire. Links Darnetta Duncan and 
Beverlyn Jackson announced the accomplishments of each 
recipient. Exciting door prizes by Links Betty Anderson and 
Elizabeth Anderson kept the audience on the edge of their 
seats. 
hi 
-The year's co-chairs were Gladys Searcy, Beverlyn Jackson 
and Clara Corrin 
Scholarships were awarded to: Lisa Malone, 3.94 Eisenhower High School; Tamara Dafney, 
3.8, Eisenhower High School; Shenequa Boutte, 3.33, Cajon High School; Christina Erwin, 
4.38, cajon High School; Summer Lett, 3.4, Rialto High School; Barbara Hannah, 3.59, 
SBHS; Donald Edwards, RCC; Kevin Bennett, 4.0, San Gorgonlo High School; Kwell 
Coleman, 3.50, Moreno Valley High School. 
Kent Masters King Receives Bachelor's Degree From USC 
Kent at work 
Kent Masters King graduated from 
USC this year. King, who is best 
known by Knot's Landing fans as 
Julie, completed a film as her senior 
project. The project was awarded to 
her because of her academic success, 
and the merit of her script. 
King chose for her subject - the 
funeral of the fictional Manolia 
Jones. The story dealt with how peo-
ple felt about Mrs. Jones and what 
she left them in her will. The well 
done short feature received rave 
reviews. 
On the set of Manolla's Funeral 
Black Nurse's Association Holds 11th Annual Banquet 
The Inland Empire Black Nurses Association held their 
Eleventh Annual Scholarship Banquet. Using the theme 
"Facing Challenges of Change in Health Care With New 
Collaborations" the evening moved along. 
This year the speakers were the scholarship recepients. One. 
woman was there even though she had been diagnosed with 
bronchitis . The Master of Ceremonies was Audrey Buckner, 
R.N.,B.S.N. 
Others on program were Nandell Watts, LYN., Sandra Waters, 
RN, M.S.N., Myrtle Krushall, RN., C.N.P., Tamala Terrell, 
Juanita Mathews, R.N., M.S.N., and Faye Culpepper-Ceasar, 
R.N.,B.S.N. 
The 1996 recipients are: Gem Cameron, Tamala Terrell, Felicia 
Bowie, Sheila Altemus, Sheila Finney, Tetarin Berry, Olivia 
Johnson and Nina Nolcox. 
